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THE MAKING OF AN ART CRITIC.
probably no great man has oeen more carefully formed by
conscious training and prearranged education, and few men have mor
conscientiously and consistently carri-d out their parent's plans
for themselves, than John RusKin. In reading the various biogra-
phies of the man, one is constantly being reminded that his hered-
ity, and early training and influence, have had much to do with
developing his artistic theories.
RusKin himself, spoKe rather disparagingly of his ancestry,
and stated very franKly, tn "Praeterita':
1
that he had little Knowl-
edge of his ancestors. lie spoKe especially of an uncle who was a
tanner, and of another uncle who was a baKer. and he made the con-
fession with a serious combination of amusement and regret.
But RusKin is too modest, for, if one would oe^ieve his
biographers.
2 his ancestral tree presents many noble names. His
family included numerous Norman Knights, soldiers, admirals, ex-
plorers, doctors, and ministers. John Rusxin was the son of Mar-
garet Cox RusKin. a daughter of Captain Cox. a fishing mariner,
and John James RusKin. a wine merchant of London. He was an only
child, and lived with his parents almost continuously until their
death; the mother and father devoting themselves industriously to
bringing out the very best there was in their apparently talented
son.
1 Praeterita, Vol.1, p. 57.
8
John RusKin. By FredericK Harrison. Chap. I.
Life of RusKin. by Collingwood. Chap.l, vol.1, p. 9.
Lif<=» of John RusKin. by E.t.cook. vol.1. p.3~5.

2.
T'n a mother was a rather straight-laced, strong-minded,
deeply spiritual woman of Evangelical type, a woman who exerted a
profound influence over her son's early life,
The father was of a rather more amiable type, a man of ex-
cellent judgment, patience, talent, and above all a person of fine
taste. RusKin' s artistic genius, and his fancy for the beautiful,
his love of literature, and nature, and his turn for affairs, we
can trace directly to the father. His dogmatism, spirituality,
and seriousness seem to have come from the mother. To these inher-j
ittances. add a stoical and systematic training, and we have the
genius John RusKin, poet, author, art critic, and lecturer.
When he was three years of age, RusKin taught himself to
read.
1
From that time on he indulged himself so far as his very
cautious parents would permit. Pope*
s
"Homer \ and Waiter Scott were
his favorite authors, whom he read as soon as he could read at all.
and as often as he could get a chance. On Sundays, he was allowed
to read"Rocinson Crusoe". and" Pilgrim's Progress
1
.' And later, his
father read to him extensively from ShaKespeare. Byron, and Pope,
which reading we are told was done with splendid effect.
But very liKely nothing RusKin read has had so strong an
influence upon his prose style as the reading he did from the^Bitae"
as a very young child. His mother compelled him to go over daily
several chapters from the "Bible
1
; without omitting any of the hard
g
names or difficult passages. To this RusKin attributes his re-
marKable patiencejiispower of concentration, and his great capacity
xPraeterita. Vol. I, p. 14.
2
Praeterita, Vol. I, p. 21.

for taKing pains. Perhaps no better idea of Buskin' s home envir-
onment and training can be had than from his own words in the
first part of "praeteritaT
"I never heard my father's or mother's voice raised in any \
question with each other, nor saw an angry or even slightly hurt
or offended glance in the eyes of either. I never heard a servant J
scolded; nor either suddenly, passionately, or in any severe man-
ner blamed. I had never seen a moment's trouble or disorder in
any household matter. I had never done any wrong that I Knew of,
beyond occasionally delaying the committment to heart of some im-
proving sentence, that I might watch a wasp on the window pane,
or a bud in the cherry tree; and I had never seen any grief.
"Next to this priceless gift of peace, I had received the
perfect understanding of the natures of obedience and faith. I
obeyed word or xifted finger of father or mother, without idea of
resistance, but receiving the direction as a part of my own life
and force, a helpful law, as necessary to me in every moral ac-
tion, as the law of gravity in leaping. And my practice in faith
was soon complete; nothing was ever promised me that was not given
me, nothing was ever threatened me that was not inflicted, and
nothing was ever told me that was not true.
"Peace, ooedience, faith; these three for chief good; next
to these the habit of fixed attention with both eyes and mind,
this being the main practical faculty of my life, causing Mazzini
to say of me shortly before his death, that I had the most ana-
lytic mind in Europe.
"Lastly an extreme perfection in palate and all other bod-

ily senses, givers by the utter prohibition of caKe. wine, and con-
fections, and by the fine preparation of what food was given me."
1
As a result of having been trained in this manner, all the
child's faculties tended to an acute sensibility and a power of
minute analysis. From his very earliest youth rusk in showed a
decided fancy for the beautiful, and especially for the beautiful j!
in nature. Ilis biographers, almost without except ion,, tell an il-
lustrative incident apropos of this trait.
2
when RusKin was four
(
years old his parents had his portrait painted by Northcote. When •
the artist had him satisfactorily settled for his first sitting,
he asxed him what he would have aa a bacKground. The boy prompt-
|
ly replied, "Blue hills", a fancy which anticipates some parts of
"Modern Painters".
One of RusKin' s biographers 2 tells us that unfortunately
the boy's liKes and disliKes were infxuenced largely by the fact
that the person in question, was, or was not , handsome, or at least
interesting in appearance. He could not love his little cousin
because she had ringlets, and he was attracted only to those pro-
fessors at college who had strongly marKed features. In the first
chapter of "Praeteri ta! his description of his first sight of the
Alps is almost indescribable, as to its emotion and enthusiasm. IfiH
deed, his youth was remarKaole for the ceaseless energy with which
he sought beautiful scenes and romantic spots.
The father's business tooK him upon extended overland trips?
through the most beautiful parts of England and Scotland, and the
1 The Life of RusKin, by Oollingwood. Vol.1, toooK I, chap. 2.
I
The Life of RusKin, by P.Harrison. Chap. I.
^RusKin and the Religion of Beauty, by R. de la Sizeranne, Chap. I
,
p. 11.
_
.__
.
— !

son was permitted to accompany Mm upon many or these trips! there-
by affording the boy splendid opportunities for indulging hla
aesthetic fancies.
as a "boy, Husk in haa several different drawing masters, axon^
whom were Mr. Runeiman and Copley Fielding. At seventeen, he
entered Oxford as a gentleman-commoner, and while there his worK
was generally speaKing very good, despite the fact that he labored j
under difficulties resulting from frequent attacxs of ill health.
At college, he was at first regarded as somewhat of a prig; !|
his girlish appearance, his sensitiveness, and effeminate taste
caused much amusement among his classmates. Later, however, they
recognized his real worth; and his splendid disposition, his wit,
and his geniality caused nim to be extensively sought after. 2 At
the age of twenty- three, Rusk in was graduated from Oxford, and im-
mediately he tooK up his art study and investigation.
After examining rusk in* 8 early home environment and influ-
ence one is convinced that there were two features in particular
which influenced him very strongly in after life, rusk in himself
laid great stress upon the fact that his mother made him early ac-
quainted with the "Bible:' lie thought it formed in him a strong
taste for the noble elsment in style, and morally, that it was of
great effect.
3 He was an only chiiu. anu a ver;- solitary one;wMc!
fact, no doubt had influence in lending solemnity to his religious
4
associations.
1 Praeterita. Vol. I, p. 26.
2 John RusKin by F. Harrison. Chap. III. p. 34-.
I
a Fraeterita, by John rusk in. Vol.1.
4The Nation: 4-6:263. March 29, 1888.

A second main characteristic or his education was his sep-
aration, as a child, from association with those of his own age.
He was never indulged, he was taught to be methodical and proper,
and he was reduced to an almost angelic docility. This isolation
of his youth threw him upon his own resources, and thereby in-
duced his precocity. Hlslife was empty of affections anu amuse-
ments, and the boy was obliged to find his own diversions, there-
by stimulating his resourcefulness to a great degree.
Bylistening to his father's readings, the boy naturally
tooK to imitating verse anu prose, just as he wrote abstracts of
sermons he had heard preached; 1 and he tooK to drawing also, in
the same way. So natural ly, whatever literary or artistic aoixity
was possible in him,was bound to come out under such circumstances
-8e Those first signs of promise which he put forth, confirmed his
parent's ambitions for him, to the extent that Rus^in said of his
parents later, that he feared he had disappointed tham in that he
"did not taKe all the prizes at Oxford every year; marry Lady
Clara Vere de Vere; write poetry as good as Byron's, only pious;
preach sermons as good as Bossuet's, only Protestant; be made, at
forty. Bishop of Winchester, and at fifty, Primate of TCngland,"
2
The subsequent evsats of his life will have to be reviewed
with more haste, as they will come up constantly in the discussion
of the succeeding chapters.
The first half of RusKin's life was devoted to a careful
and systematic study of art, which stuuy, resulted in the publica-
tion of such productions as "Modem Painters", his chief exposition
x
Praeterita, by J. rusk in. Vol. I.
2 Life of RusKin. by F.Harrison. Chap. 15. p. 202.
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upon art and aesthetics, "Seven Lamps of Architecture", and "Stones
or Venice", which gave a vividly sympathetic explanation or Gothic j
architecture, in its principles and history; as well as many minor
worKs, devoted to the interpretation or Art in its purity and
!
truthfulness. After RusKin reached middle age a change came. Even
while he was absorbed in the study or the Italian masters and the j
glorias of nature, another rorce was drawing the writer away rrom
the service of Nature and Art. This was a caj.1 of the Modern
World, summoning him from the study of beauty to the needs of humav -
ity. Rusk in obeyed the summons, and from the year 1860 on, his
chief effort was to understand and solve the problems or human need,

8 • I
THE ART TEACHING OF JOHN BUSKIN.
KusKin was a man of so contradictory, whimsical and incon-
sistent a character, that it is only with difficulty that one can
arrive at any definite conclusion in regard to his views. After
making the attempt, one is inclined to agree with R. de la Sizeranne
who stated that, "after reading one page of the Master we thinK that
we have grasped his idea; after reading ten we are doubtful, after
reading twenty we are lost, "and we are almost tempted to taKe ser-
iously what RusKin himself said in a letter written to C.R.Norton
in 1859. He states that he hau not made up his mind what to fight
for, or whom to fight; whether people ought to dress well or ill;
whether commerce be an invention of the devil or not; whether Art is
a crime or only an Absurdity; whetner Clergymen ought to be multi-
Plied or exterminated; whether in general we are getting on, and if
so where we are going fee-; or whether it is worth while to ascertain
any of these things.
8
However, the writer will attempt to reach a
conclusion, by tracing his views as they are expressed in his var-
ious productions.
The year 1832 is frequently pointed out as a vital stage in
Ruskin's artistic career. It was at this time, wnen he was thirteen
years of age. that he was presented with a copy of Roger '
s
"Italy"
illustrated with vignettes by Turner. These illustrations filled
the boy with delight and determined for him as he said, the main
tenor of his life. 3
*RusKin and the Religion of Beauty, oy R.de la Sizeranne, Part III.
P. 14-3.
j
2 Letters to C. ^Norton,
spraeterita. Vol.1, p. 26.

In 1836
;
when Rusk in was seventeen, he was enfuriated "by an
article published in "BlacKwood' s Magazine/ attaching Turner as be-
lng «out of nature". In his characteristic fashion the young man
wrote a most impassioned defense of the artist, which article is the|
germ of his first pr-oauction of great note - "Modern Painters". His!
mission in this worK was to preach the aesthetic study of nature and;
to justify Turner as the chief interpreter of the new Nature-Wor-
ship. 1 The outcome of this first volume of "Modern Painters" was
to lay the foundation not only of a better appreciation of a great j
master and of broader views or the art of painting, but also, gener-
ally, of saner and more scientific criticism.
2
In this discourse he attempted to overthrow the canon of
Eighteenth century classical painting, as exemplified by Sir Joshua |
Reynolds and his pupil Northcote.
3 The chief tenets of this Academ
ic teaching, Reynolds summed up in his "Discourses". Me put the
whole art of painting under four categories, and deducted from them
the principles for producing High Art in -"The Grand Style."
First, he stated that one in order to paint a great picture
should have "Grand Invent ion',! which is the generalization of the men-
tal visions which all have of any incident, not the particular pri-
vate view of any one person. "Some circumstances of minuteness and
particularity may give an air of truth and be admitted with caution,
but truth is not admitted for its own saKe."
4 That is to say,one
should have a grand subject from history or tradition, one that is
*The Life of RusKin, by T. Harrison. cnap.IV. p. 41.
2
The Life of Rusk in, by S.T.CooK. p. 138-
3 Life of RusKin, by Collingwood. Book I, Vol.1, p. 128.
discourse, by J.Reynolds.
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generally interesting. Furthermore, he insisted that the artist
should have "Grand Expression^' he should idealize his subject by
striKing out all that is transitory, as Raphael did.
As to color, ail trifling play of tints should be avoided,
j
one should either avoid color or maKe it very distinct. It should
be harmonious to monotony, or distinct liKe martial music. And
in drapery there must be no discrimination of stuffs, but merely
folds of classic curtains ana robes.
1
Now rusk in preached a doctrine very different from this in
"Modern Painters" . His whole art teaching may be summed up in the
single phrase, Sincerity, or truth to nature. In fact it was very
similar to the doctrine which Wordsworth preached for poetry and
illustrated bv the following lin^s from "The Excursion", which Rus-
1
Kin placed on the title page of "Modern Painters".
"Accuse me not
Of Arrogance,
If having walKed with Nature*
And offered, far as frailty would allow,
My heart, a daily sacrifice to Truth,
I now affirm of nature and of Truth,
Whom I have served, that their Divinity
Revolts, offended at th ;j ways of man.
Philosophers who, though the human soul
Be of a thousand faculties composed, .-
And twice ten thousand interests, do yet prize
This soul, and the transcendent universe.
No more than as a mirror that reflects

To proud self-love her own intelligence."
II.
RusKin began the volume by showing that public opinion and
the dicta or tradition are not true authorities, ir painting, liKe
language, be an expression or th<3 hui.an mind, and ir the contents of
the mind are Ideas, then, he said. "The best painting is that which
contains the greatest number of tne greatest Ideas" 3 lie divided
Ideas into those of Power. Imitation, Truth. Beauty, and Relation.
Furthermore, liKe LocKe, he showed that all ideas are derived from
Sensation, from Reflection, and from tne combination of both; hence
the Ideas which painting can express must be similarly derived. Then
in proportion as the Ideas expressed in painting are intellectual
and moral, the Art tnat expresses them is fuller and higher. Ideas
of Imitation, involving onl^c the illusion of the senses, are the low
of all; those of Power, artistic execution, are a step higher, and
the Ideas of Truth, of Beauty, and of Relation (or the imaginative
presentment of poetical thought in the language of painting) are
the chief topics of his inquiry.'5 Prom this point RusKin took up
the discussion of Truth, using Turner as an artist who was unquest-
ionably true to Nature, rejecting nothing, selecting nothing,
scorning nothing.
The first volume of "Modern Painters", in spite of the many
depreciatory articles published in regard to it, was greeted with
much enthusiasm; thereby giving RusKin encouragement for the publi-
cation of the second volume, which came out in 1S4&.
During the interval intervening between the publication of
the first and second volumes, the author spent some time travelling
upon the continent. The writer's principal study during this period
^Discourses, by Sir Joshua Reynolds.
| "The Sxcursion. a^odem Painters, Vol.l^p.8^
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was among the Early Italian painters and Tintoretto, who commanded
his passionate admiration.
j
Consequently, the second volume oecame,in parti "a hymn of
praise inspired by the religious ideal of Giotto and his circle; and
in par
t
,
an essay tipon the Imagination inspired by Tintoretto's
worKs. M
1
The interpretation of Angelico and Tintoretto was, however,
only one object or the second volume. The other? was to "explain
the nature or that quality or beauty which I now saw to exist through
all the happy conditions or living organism", to explain its nature
and to explain also the "theoretic raculty" or admiration by which
it may be understood. Ruskin had discussed In the rirst voluaf,
"Ideas or truth" in relation to Art; in the second volume he set out
to discuss "laeas or beauty", ror the purpose or discovering a philos-
ophy or the beautiful, which philosophy may be summarized as follows:
"There is," Rusk in says, "no other definition or the Beauti-j
nil, nor or any subject or delight to the aesthetic faculty, than
that is what one noble spirit has created, seen, and fext by another
or similar or equal nobility. So much as there is in you or ox, or
or swine, perceives no beauty, and creates none; what is human in
you, in exact? proportion to the perfection of its humanity, can cre-
3
j
ate it, and receive. "The beautirul is not necessarily the true,
|
ror the mirage or the desert is fairer than its sands. Nor is it
the U3erul; unless the most beautiful products of art are spades and
1 The Lire or KusKin, by E.T.CooK. Ohap.XVII, p. 337.
|
2 Praeterita. Vol.11, p. 183-
z Aratra Pentelici, p. 12.

±3-
millstones. Nor does it depend on association of ideas, Associa-
tions are a source or pleasure; so is beauty; but beauty is not
1
therefore association." No. "oeauty consists" says RusKln, "in
certain external qualities of bodies that are typical of Divine
attributes, and in the appearance of felicitous fulfillment in vital
things." Everyone has heard of the repose of true beauty; Why is
repose beautiful? Because it is a "type of divine permanence", and
satisfies!
"The Universal instinct of repose,
The longing for confirmed tranquility.
Inward and outward, humble and sublime -
The life where hope and memory are one." 3
4
Beauty, then, according to Kuskin, is "the expression of
the creating spirit of the Universe". That is what is meant by
Typical beauty. Furthermore, everyone recognizes the beauty of
"the Ideal"; wherein does this beauty lie? Why is the skylark beau-
tiful? Because it is so perfectly fulfils the bird-ideal, so happi-
ly performs the highest functions of the songsters of the sKy. Why
is the face of an ideal man more beautiful than that of the man of
the street? Because "Art is the pure mirror that can show the seraph
standing by each human body, as a signal to the heavenly land." That
is what is meant by Vital Beauty. There is no beauty that cannot
ultimately be traced bacK to one or other of these causes, and no
Hiodern Painters. Vol. II, part III, chap. IV. p. 257.
Modern Painters. Vol.11, part III. chap.VH. p. 299.
Wordsworth's Excursion. Book III.
*Modern Painters. Vol.11, part III, chap.xiv. pp. 37^-376.
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worK of art which should not be judged by its compliance with them.
Beauty, then, accord rg to RusKin^is "the expression of the creating
spirit of the Universe." Beautiful things are useful to men because!
!
they are beautiful. "The science of nature must give heed not only
to her chemical or physical composition, her truth, her utility, her
richness, her fertility, her evolution; but to that also that we wor
ship in life and despise in argument, which is graven in facts and
prescribed by systems, which we siaekin silence and dream of are -
the Beaut iful. 1,1
The theoretic or contemplative faculty which apprehends the
beautiful IB not a mere operation of the sense, nor is it entirely
of the intellect.
"For, as it is necessary to the existence of an idea of
beauty, that the sensual pleasures which may be its basis should be
accompanied first with Joy, then with love of the object, then with
the perception of Kindness in a superior intelligence, finally, with
thankfulness and veneration toward that intelligence itself; and as
no idea can be at all considered as in any way an idea of beauty, un
til it be made up of these emotions, any more than we can be said to
have an idea of a letter of which we perceive the perfume and the
fair writing, without understanding the contents of it; and as these
emotions are in no way resultant from any operation of the Intellect;
it is evident that the sensation of beauty is not sensual on the one
hand, nor is it intellectual on the other, but it is dependent upon
a pure, open, and right state of the heart*
"
8
In 184-9 RusKin brought out his "Seven Lamps of Architecture!)'
which he himself says, was written to show that certain right states
1Rusxin and the Religion of Beauty.R.de la Sizersanne.part III, chap.
I
2Modern Painters, Vol. II. sec. Ill, chap. XV, p. 576
—
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of temper and moral feeling were the magic powers by which all good
architecture has been produced. 1
He showed that the word architecture meant more than build-
ing , it meant the expression of thought and feeling in and upon
buildings, and this was seen especially in sacred buildings, for it
was upon them that the greatest care and most significant symbolism
had been lavished. For example, he suggested that the first intent
for building a house for God was a form of sacrifice, and involved
the giving the best worK and the finest materials that the sacrifice
might be acceptable. 2
Both in this booK.and in "Stones of Venice" which followed
a few years later, he attempted to do for architecture what he had
already done for painting, that Is, to show what principles really lie
at the bottom of the Art, and how they should be applied. There are
seven of these principles. Truth, Beauty, Power, sacrifice. Obedience
Labor, and Memory. 3 In laying down these principles, he lays down
also the theory of the intimate relation of Life to Art; he makes it
clear, how, to his mind. It is impossible that great painting or great
architecture should be the product of any but a people of great mor-
ally; how pure and artistic forms can not spring from any but the
pure and powerful in heart and deed.
It. is in the same theory that we find an explanation of the
great change that Rusk in' s interests were soon to show, that is, the
1 crown of Mid Olive. Chap. II, p. 59.
^Collingwood's Life of Ruskin. Vol.1, p. 160.
Seven Lamps, chap. I.
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theory explains how RusKin became a critic of life and morality, He
believed passionately in beauty; and he believed also, that only peo-
ple who lived beautiful lives could understand beauty or produce
beautiful things. Modern conditions were directly opposed to all
that was beautiful in Art and life; consequently he set himself to
attacK all these conditions with ail the ardor there was in him.
"The s ev en Stones of Venice", Rusk in said, "had from begin-i
ning to end no other aim than to show that the Gothic architecture ofj
Venice had risen out of and indicated in all its features, a state ofS
pure national faith, and of domestic virtue; and that its Renaissance
architecture had risen out of a state of concealed national infidel-
ity and domestic corruption." 1 lie taught the laws of constructive
art, and the dependence of all human worK or edifice for its beauty, on;
the happy life of the worKman. 3 This is the keynote of Rusk in*
s
philosophy of art, and it is the final linK that binds his philosophy
I of art to his ultimate social gospel. 8 However, more of this
i hereafter, as it was fully ten years after RusKin wrote "Stones of
Venice" that he launched his socialistic schemes.
In 1851 Rusk in tooK up the defense of the new movement in
painting - that of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood - and wrote the
pamphlet "Pre-Raphaeiitism" . This movement arose with D. G. Rossetti
Holman Hunt, and J. Everett Millais, three young artists who had been!
inspired by RusKin 's "Modern Painters" to a desire for truth in nat-
ural facts, for realism in presentation, and the pure color that was
1 Crown of Wild Olives. Chap. II. p. 60.
2 Poss. Clavigera. Letter 78.
3Life of RusKin. FredericK Harrison. Chap.VII, p.80.
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to be round in Turnerl
In May
,
1851, the "Times" came out with an exceedingly
caustic criticism or the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, referring to
them as a "school of young artists who had unfortunately become no-
torious by addicting themselves to an antiquated style, and an af-
fected simplicity in painting." 2 RusKin investigated the pictures
in question, found much in them that pleased him, and in his chival-
rous fashion he wrote a defense in a letter to the "Times'; which
letter was followed by others of a similar nature. This letter
brought a reply from that paper which sought to convict Ruskin by
reference to his praise of Turner, as not being consistent with the
support of the Pre-Raphaelites.
The "Times" held that Turner was diametrically opposed to
the Pre-Raphaelites in that he was an impressionist, whereas they
went in for detail and finish. In preparing his reply, Ruskin had
some difficulty in reconciling his defense of the Pre-Raphaelites and
his admiration for Turner, but he finally got around the difficulty
by stating that Turner like the Pre-Raphaelites was true to nature* 3
This Brotherhood will be more fully discussed in a suosequent chap-
ter. It is mentioned at this time, only because it is necessary to
the understanding of certain portions of "Modern Painters".
Ruskin* s study of Venice had shown him the political import
ance of an acknowledged religion. as he understood it, the church,
as it was regarded by the Apostles, was simply the assembly of pro-
John Ruskin, by p. Harrison. Chap. VII, p. 80.
The Life of Ruskin, by Collingwood. Vol.1, book II, chap. V, pp. 178-193
Percy Bates - Pre-Raphaelite Painters, chap. I.
Life of Ruskin, by collingwood. vol. J-., book II, chap.V, p. 17*+.
8 Life of Ruskin, by E.T.Cook, p. 288.
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feasing Christians for whom there was but one fold.
1
consequently,
j
in 1851, RusKin Drought out his "Notes on the Construction of Sheep-
folds", which is of considerable interest because it shows us what
drift his religious views were taxing. In these "notes", he suggested;
that if these discussions about church history and opinion were
dropped, and if people would go to the New Testament for its teach-
ing, there ought to be no difficulty in finding a common ground on
which all could meet. 2
RusKin wished to form a compromise between the high Angli-
cans, and the strict Presbyterians; and hoped that where the differ-
ences were overcome between the two sects tnat a Protestant re-union
might result. 3 In 1856, after an interval of ten years, RusKin re-
sumed his worK on "Modern Painters". These ten years which inter-
vened between the second and third volumes, served to widen and deep-
en RusKin* s art study in many directions. Consequently, the third
volume presents many difficulties to the reader, in the way of ap-
parent deviations from the art critics original path.
The first volume, he had devoted to emphasizing the spirit-
ual side of art, and to proving that Turner was more truthful to na-
ture than other painters. Now, one naturally wonders why his pictures
did not convey this impression of truth to ordinary spectators. Fur-
thermore, in the second volume he burst out in praise of the Early
Italian painters. Now one begins to wonder what the true limits of
idealism in art are. "Sometimes in defending Turner, RusKin seems
to be pleading for idealism, as against the material imitation of
the Dutch painters: at other times to be pleading for realism as
*Notes on the Construction of sheep-folds, p. 2.
2 Life of RusKin, by collingwood. Vol.1, chap. IV, p. 171.
8Life of RusKin. by E.T.CooK. Vol.1, chap.XIV. pp. 291-292.
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the ideal compositions of ttae school of Claude. 1,1
Moreover. Rusk in had been much criticized for upholding
the elaborate finish of the Pre-Raphaeiites. at the same time he was
;
defending Turner who was often indifferent to detail. It was to
clear up these difficulties that RusKin resumed his "Modern Painters. f
'[n the third volume 1; RusKin says, "will be found the full expression
j
of what I Know best; namely, that all things, many or few, which we
ought to paint, must be first distinguished boldly from the nothings
which we ought not to paint."
3
In the second half of the third vol-
ume, RusKin discussed men's feelings toward natural scenery, and es-
j
pecially the influence of mountains on the life and character of peo-
ple. RusKin says, "The subject of the sculpture of mountains into
the forms of perpetual beauty which they miraculously receive from
God, was first tax en up by me in the fourth volume of 'Modern Paint-
ers', and the elementary principle of it, there stated, form the most
valuable and least faultful part of the booK. ,,a
The fifth volume of "Modern Painters", completed four years;;
later was devoted chiefly to the relations of Art to God and Man. 4
This last volume of "Modern Painters" anticipates a change which was
to come over RusKin' s teaching. In discussing the effect upon the
human nind of beauty in art, he refers to the unset tlement of his
convictions, and to his doubts of the "just limits of the hope in
which he may permit himself .to continue to labor in any course of
Art." 5 And again, he says that his discussions of painting and pic-
1 Life of RusKin, by E.T.Cook. Chap. XVII, PP.337-53S. vol. I.
2 The Three Colors of Pre-Raphaelitism. p. 16.
3 Introduction to E. G. Colli ngwood' s, Limestone Alps of Savoy, 188 4-.
4 Life of RusKin, by te.t.Cook. Chap. XVII, P. 337. vol.1.
eModern Painters. Vol.V, preface, pp. 18-20.
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tures were "continually toeing alterea in shape, and even warped and
broken by digressions respecting social questions and conditions,
which had been for me an interest tenfold greater than the work I had
been forced into undertaking, wl At the end of the volume, we see
very plainly the transition toward economic questions in progress.
His inquiry iB beginning to lead him to consider the "Right Economy
of Labor.
"
a
Modern Painters. Vol.V. preface, pp. 18-20.
2 Life of Ruskin. by E.T.Cook. Vol. J, chap. XXV, p. 530.
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RUSKIN'S CAREER AS A SOCIAL REFORMER.
Rusk In began his work as a social reformer in 1857, when
he lectured at Manchester on "The Political Economy of Art." In this
lecture, he began by comparing the body politic to a farm or a house-
hold in which the rule should be co-operation, not competition; in
which each member should be given work most suitable to him. Fur-
thermore, he insisted that the state should educate the people and
i
provide homes and necessities in exchange for labor. in short, it
was a sort of modified feudalism he advocated.
The following year Rusk in set forth on a long tour of
Switzerland and Italy. This visit is of unusual interest, because
it was at this time that he had an experience that marks a decisive
change in his convictions in respect to Art and Religion.
The experience took place at Turin, and was as Rusk in des-
cribed It in "Praeterita". 3 the cause of his abandoning his old
Evangelical faith, He, it seems attended service in the Waldensian
Chapel. There a "little squeaking idiot was preaching to an audience
of seventeen old women and three men, that they were the only chil-
dren of God in Turin; and that all the people in Turin outside the
chapel, and all the people in the world out of sight of Monte Viso,
would be damned." "Myself, neither cheered nor alarmed by this doc- I
trine, walked back into the condemned city, and up into the gallery
where Paul Veronese' s "Solomon" and "Quaen of sheba" glowed in the full
light. The gallery windows being open, there came in with the warm
2 Life of Ruskin, by E.T.Cook. Chap. 22, p.M-32.
Political Economy of Art. pp. 1-12.
2Praeterita. Vol. Ill, chap. I, p. 36-
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air, floating swells and falls of military music, which seemed to me
more devotional than anything I had heard of Evangelical hymns. And
as the perfect color and sound gradually asserted their power over me?
they seemed finally to fasten me in the old article of faith, that
things done delightfully and rightly were always done by the help,
and in the spirit of God. Of course that hour's meditation only con—
cluddd the course of thought which had been leading me to such an end?
through many years. There was no sudden conversion possible to me,
but that day my evangelical beliefs were put away to be debated no
more.
"*
Ruskin from his earliest childhood had been taught, while
travelling, to notice some vital distinction whenever he passed from
a Protestant to a Catholic canton. On this particular Journey, he
jhad passed from pastoral cantons in Catholic Switzerland to the Pro-
testant valleys of the Vaudols. lie had made a little tour among them;
from his headquarters at Turin, and the reflection which he brought
that
back with him was /good and true pieces of God's work" had been done
by Roman Catholics, among the mountains, no less than by the Vaudois
\
peasants. 2 lie was thus reaching the "true religion of humanity - th4
religion whose rule of conduct is that human work must be done honest-*!
ly and thoroughly", and "that in resolving to do our work well is the
only sound foundation of any religion whatsoever." 8
"The recognition of the error in the religious faith in
which he had been trained, and which had been the basis of his mental
life up to this time, was for the time being, both painful and dis-
Praeterita. Vol. Ill, chap. I. pp. 36-38. Letter to Chas.Horton.page 72 f
*life of Rusk in, by E.T.Cook. Vol. I, chap. XXV. p. 522. vol.1 .
Fors ciavlg€ra,Let ter 76.
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J
turbing. He was too honest not to recognize that an important part
of his teaching in the earlier volumes of "Moderm Painters", and "The
j
Seven Lamps" » and the gov on * Stones of Venice", were,, in the light of S
his new convictions, not only mistaken, but harmful; and that his wholp
theory of the relation of Art and religion must be reconstructed, 1
These discrepancies in his teaching troubled RusKin a great deal,
and were probably, at least partially, the cause of much of the un-
happiness of his later life.
At forty years of age, RusKin finished his last treatise on
Art: "Since then he had used art, as the vehicle for teachings of far ::
I
wider range and deeper import; teachings about life as a whole, con-
clusions, and religion, to which he was led by the way of art.* 2
Some time previous to this period in RusKin' s life, he had
become interested in the Working Men's collets. This Institution
sprang from the chartist disturbances of 184£, and the new school
of Christian Socialists under Charles Kingslsy, F. D. Maurice and
other men of philanthropic tendencies. This organization was an at-!
tempt to get into touch with the laboring classes, and to put into
practice the doctrines rusk in had been preaching, the improvement of
the intellectual life of the worKman. 3
Ruskin took charge of the drawing classes of the College
;
anc.
through his Intercourse with the workmen, he began to see how little
his art theories availed while our social life was so faulty. This
x L atters to c. E . Norton, p. 72.
2Life of RusKin, by Coliingwood. Vol. II, chap. I, p. 265.
3Praeterita. Vol. Ill, p. 13.
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first product or this new period in RusKin* s life was a series of
four essays, now Known as "Unto tnis Last", in which he declared that
the only true oasis of wealth lay in certain moral conditions of
Society. 1 liis theory of Political Economy he sums up in the closing
words of the booK m which he says. "There is no wealth but Life, Life,
including all its power of love, Joy. and admiration. That country
is the richest, which nourishes the greatest number of noble and happy
huimn beings.
"
2
This series of essays was followed by "Munera Pulveris",
which was a further development of RusKin's political economy. He
opened the discussion with the statement that Political Economy as it
is commonly understood. M is,in reality, nothing more than the investi-
gation of some accidental phenomena of modern commercial operations." 3
Now Rusk in states, that "as frames tic Economy regulates the acts and
habits of a household, so Political Econoiay should regulate those of
a society or state, with reference to the means of its maintenance, M
4
j
The doctrine of Munera Pulveris" is this - that political
economy must taKe into consideration the moral economy of man, and
that accumulation of wealth is not so much a matter of importance, as
its distribution. Furthermore. RusKin states that th-* enforcement of
duty is more essential than the securing of rights. And finally, he
defines the wealth of a country as that part of its possessions that
feed and educate good men and women. 6
*Life of RusKin. by T. Harrison, chap. VIII. p. 91.
f Unto this Last. Essay II. p. 65.j*Unto this Last. Essay IV. p. 156.
Munera Pulveris, Chap. I, p. 2.
|* Munera Pulveris. by RusKin. Chap. I. p.l.
6
" " " Chap. II.
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This doctrine was looKed upon by the public, as little short
of insanity, even RusKin's own rather was shocKed and distressed that;
his son should have formulated such a "heretical economy. 1,1 From
this time on,we find RusKin gradually drifting out of sympathy with
his parents and many of his friends. Until he was forty, he was a be-,
liever in English Protestantism; afterward, he could not reconcile
current belief with the facts of existence as he saw them, consequent*
ly, he had to reconstruct his creed from the beginning, 3 RusKin had
a leaning toward the Roman Catholic church. He was attracted by its
authority, security, and the lives of the saints. Yet,llKe Carlyle,
he thought the Catholic observances were a sham. In his M Sesame and
Lilies'; which is really a popularized edition of "Munera Pulveris", 3
he speaKs of Catholicism as the "dramatic Christianity of the organ
and the aisle, of dawn service, and twilight revival". 4 And as time
went on he could not find any attraction in any existing religious
order, lie leaned toward a form of posit lvlsm,with a strong belief in[
hero worlahip. he began his career as a student of Art. but his con-1
tact with the worKing element of England so impressed him. with
their struggles and suffering, that he was almost forced into advocat-i
ing what is often spoKen of as "RusKin's human economy", in which he
joined his sense of beauty, with a sense of duty toward the oppressed
and suffering. His attitude, he sums up very clearly in "Sesame and
Lilies", when he says, "There is a true church whenever one hand meets;
xLife of RusKin, by Collingwood. Vol. II, part I, chap*2, p. 230..'
2 Life of RusKin. by Collingwood, Vol.11, part I, chap. I, p. 260.
3
Life of RusKin. by collingwood, Vol.11, part I, chap, I, p.307.
4
sesame and Lilies, by RusKin. Part 1, p. 40.
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another helpfully, and that is the only holy or Mother Church nhich
ever was, or ever shall be." 1
ills creed as he formulated it is - That taste, or right feelj-
ing is morality,
3
This theory RusKin puts forth in his "Crown of
wild Olive," chap. II. In this lecture, he goes on the supposition
that the sign of nobleness is not right conduct, hut sensitiveness,
consequently, it is necessary to cultivate feeling. This teaching is
all right for a man of RuSKin's moral integrity and self control, hut?
it was the very thing that plunged his successors into sensuality and;
dissipation.
The substance of Rusk in* s views as he developed them in the
"Crown of Wild Olive", amount to this - That "good taste is essential}
ly a moral quality. It is not only a part and index of morality - it
is the only morality. The first, and last, and closest trial question}
to any living creature is, What do you liKe? Tell me what you liKe»
and I will tell you what you are. What we liKe determines what we
are, and it is the sign of what we are, and to taach taste is inevi-
tably to form character". 4
According to RusKin, the entire object of true education is^i
to maKe people not merely do the right thing - not merely industribusi
but to love industry - not merely learned, but to love Knowledge -
not merely pure, but to love purity, and not merely Just, but to hunge^
and thirst after justice.
Sesame and Lilies. Part I, p. 91.
2 Crown of Wild Olive. Chap. II, p. 4-8-4-9.
3 « • " p. 50.
4 II « » « p.51«
b ii « « « p. 50.
e « m » « p. 52.
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In his "Time and Tide", published in 1867, we find RusKin
approaching a practical application of his economical principles. In
these letters he called upon men to consider the "honesty of WD3*K and
the honesty of exchange".
1 He stated his idea of an ideal constitu-
tion, as one based somewhat upon the feudalism of the Middle Ages.
For the purpose of his scheme, he adopted the guild system, the chiv-
alry and the church of the Middle Ages. 2
in order to get entirely rid of competition, he proposed an
organization of labor similar to the ancient guilds, which he regard-
ed as the combination, in each trade, and in every Kind of manufactur
and art, of the masters with the men.
3 in short, he aimed to bridge
the gulf between the designer and the workman. As to the question of
salaries, he would limit all incomes to a certain maximum; on attain-
ing which, if a man were independent, he might retire, or serve the
state. The church would be a state-church, in which the officers
would be paid salaries by the government. A church similar to that
advocated in his "Notes on Sheep-folds." 4 And finally rhe advocated
something of a military despotism, liKe that outlined in the
u
crown of
Wild Ollvei' in which every man should be a 3oldier. 6
An application of these principles outlined in "Time and
Tide" we will find in his organization of the Guild of St. George,
which will be referred to later,
!
These four productions, "Unto this Last", "Munera Pulveris"
fTlne and Tibe. Letter II.
|
2 Life of RusKin. by Oollingwood. Vol.11, chap. VII, p. 344-.
3 H II II M « p. .
4 Notes on the construction of sheepfolds. p. 6-14.
6Life of Collingwood. Vol.11, chap. VII, p. 346.
crown of Wild Olive, chap. Ill,
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"The crown of Wild Olive", and "Tine and Tide", pretty thoroughly sum
up Rusk in *s teaching of human economy. Let us try to determine what
there was in this teaching, that caused Ruskin to he subjected to
such harsh criticism.
Ruskin 1 wrote upon the subject or economics as a moralist,
rather than as a scientific investigator, and he was guided by his
affections, rather than by his reason. He was not interested in those;
laws of production and distribution wfcth which political economists
are mainly concerned, and he believed that there is something of
greater importance in the social relations of men, than wages and
profit, value and price, commodities and capital. But he did care
very much about the welfare of people, especially those who are af-
fected by want and ignorance and he wished to make them happier and
better. Consequently he attacked many things commonly regarded as
right, and he proposed an order of society, very different from that
now existing, 4
Ruskin has adopted the Christian theory of human society in
opposition to that of science, and in doing so he flew too squarely
in the face of universal practice. These ideas, in spite of their
justice and honesty, were too much overlaid with a multitude of vis-
ionary and impractical suggestions. 3 as a result, he was considered
[by many people as a dreamer and a fool. 8 However, time has enabled
the world to estimate more faijly the value of Ruskin 1 s ideas, some
f his suggestions have been shown by time to be impractical, while
ipoets and Problems, by G.W.Cooke, p. 24-4-.
2 J.W. Linn's Introduction to ^Sesame ana Lilies . Scott Foresman and
tfo. p. 28.
sPoets and Problems, by G-.W. cooke. p. 24-5.
*Praeterita. Vol. III. Also Beer's Romanticism, p. 381.
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others of them have become an accepted part of the Theory of Politi-
cal Economy. But the great value of Ms work has been in the stimui
lus it has given to modern thought.
1
just as his criticism of art, though erroneous in parts',
dogmatic, and sometimes extravagant and inconsistent with itself.was
nevethBless the starting-point for the new education in Art. wMch
has been so influential in England; just so his criticism of politi- \
cal economy, likewise inconsistent, has inspired many thinKers and
set them upon the right path.
A new phase <pf Ruskin's career was begun in 1869. when he
became Glade Professor of Art at the University of Oxford.
1
It was
decided by the Oxford authorities that it would be advantageous to
art if there were at the University, someone who might give lectures
and instruction to young men who might desire such training. RusKin.
through his former works of art and his reputation as a critic, was
selected as the man best able to fill the position.
3
In 187$, he was
re-elected for another term of three years, and again in 1876 f for a
third term, after which time he was forced to resign because of ill
health. However, he was re-elected in 1883. hut he was able to ful*
fil the duties of the office for a year, only*
The art lectures Rusk in pursued with the same thoroughness
that characterized all his previous worK. He undertook to revise his
1 J.W.Linn's Intro, to sesame and Lilies . pp. 28. 29.
2 fcife of RusKin. by F.Harrison. Chap.X, p. 120.
3 Life of Ruskin. by Collingwood, Vol.11, chap.X. P<37^.
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whole teaching and to write an entirely new set of treatises on Art.1
It ha3 been said that RusKin as professor, fulfilled all the four
conditions for which a professorship may be used - research, orna-
ment, general instruction, and professional teaching.
8
His "Oxford Lectures" were eventually issued in the dooks
with the following titles: "Lectures on Art" (1870). "Aratra renti-j
lici"(1870), "Michael Angelo ana Tintoret" (1870), "The Eagle's Nest
(1872). "Ariadne Florentine" (1872), "Love* 3 Menie" (1873). "Vol d' \
Arno" (1873), "The Art of England" (1873). and "The Pleasures of
England" (1884). Pie issued, also, some guide booxs for the use
of travellers in Italy: "Mornings in Florence", "St. Marx's Rest",
3
and "The Academy of Fine Arts in Venice."
During the first three years t he delivered five courses of
lectures, which gave an encyclopaedic review and reconstruction of
his art teaching. He began with general principles, and afterward
gave them application in history, by tracing various features of
GreeK architecture and sculpture. The application of his principles
to theory was made in the course on Science and Art - "The Eagle's
Nest"
.
4
Tn 187 '6 he tooK up the discussion of art and science, and
he illustrated his view of the right way to apply science to art by
a course on "birds, nature, and mountain forms. These later lectures
1 8turiles in RusKin, Toy E.T.OooK. Pages 41,42.
2 Life of RusKin, by Collingwood. Vol. II, booK II, p. 429.
3 Life of RusKin. by F.Harrison. Chap. X, p.123.
4Life of RusKin. by F.Harrison. Chap.X, p. 124.
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are full of digressions, and even of inconsistencies, they are prob-j
ably the most serious and thoughtful of Ruskin' s utterances,
1
In
substance, they were sermons on education, religion, sincerity, and
nobility of conduct; in which he denounces modem vulgarity and
avarice, and laments bitterly the coarseness and superficiality of
Modern British society. 8
While at Oxford, Ruskin began to show a desire to put to
practice some of these theories he had been, all his life fonmlat-
ing* Consequently, he established a school of art, "The Ruskin
Drawing School" in order to carry out his special theories of art
education. 8 His plan in organizing this school was not to train
men to become professional artists, but to give them some practical
insight into the history of art, and the methods of the great mas-
ters; and, above all, to train them to a close observation of na-
ture. 4 The school was not a success from the standpoint of member-
ship; 6 however, that did not worry rusk in, as he stated in "Aratra!
Pentelici" that "It matters little whether few or many of our stud- j
ents l^arn to draw; but it matters much that all who learn should
be taught, with accuracy.
"
e
Nor were Ruskin' s services to education and humanity con-
fined to his work at Oxford. lie had been for many years lecturing
and writing in the interest of education, but his most conspicuous
attempt at putting his theories to practice was in connection with
the Guild of St. George. 7
2 Life of Ruskin, by F. Harrison. Chap.x, p.123.
2
«
M p.l2*k
*8t"rti*s in Ruskin, by E. T. Cook. p.65»
4 Llfff of Ruskin, by F.Harrison. Chap.XI, p. 139.
5 8tudies in Ruskin, by E.T.Cook, p. 66.
eAratra Pentelici. p. 8.
7 Studies in Ruskin. by .E.T.Oook. p.!25»_
__z
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RusKin's experiments as a social reformer were a necessary
consequence of his "Principles of Art". 1 "No great arts are prac-
ticable, " he says, M 'by any people, unless they are living contented
lives , in pure air, out of the way of unsightly objects, and eman-
cipated from unnecessary mechanical occupation. It is simply one
part of the practical worK I have to do in Art teaching, to bring
somewhere, such conditions into existence, and to show the wofcKing
of them. 1,8 It wa3 to fulfill this plan that RusKin organized the
G-uild of St. George.
For many years rusk in had been enforcing the idea, that the
regeneration of art could only arise out of a reorganization of in-
dustry.
3
All of his oooKs from the close of Modern Painters expand
this thought, Put it was not until his father's death when he came
into possession of his fortune that he had an opportunity to tndulge
in larfire schemes of practical philanthropy? From this time on, we
shall -find RusKin contributing to all sorts of charities.
The various "Fors letters" preceding the establishment of
the G-uild, indicate that some such a scheme was ripe in his mind.
In the letter of January 1, 1871. he states, "I simply cannot paint,
nor read, nor Iook at minerals, nor do anything else that I liKe;
and the very light of the morning sKy has become hateful to me, be-
cause of the very misery I Know of and see signs of. Therefore, I
will endure it no longer quietly; but henceforth, with any few or
many who will help, I will do my best to abate this misery. 6
»Sturtles in Rusk in. by E.T.CooK. p. 27.
2Fov-s clavigera, 1871. IX, p. 20.
a Life of RusKin, by F. Harrison. Chap. XIII. P.16M-.
*Life of RusKin, by F.Harrison, chap.XIII, p. 165.
6 Foi*s Ciavigera. Jan.l, 1871.

In May. 1871. the scheme was announced,, In the "Fors M
for that month, RusKin called Tor recruits to come and help him,
"who would iiKe better to be served by men than by iron devils." 1
These recruits were to follow RusKin's example, and give a tenth of
what they had, toward the scheme. The plan as he outlined it in "Fori 1
was as follows :-
"We will try to maKe some small piece of English ground
beautiful, peaceful, and fruitful. We will have no steam-engines
upon it and no railroads; we will have no unt ended and un thoughtful
creatures upon itf none wretched, but the sicx; none idle, but the
dead, we will have no liberty upon it, but instant obedience to
Known law and appointed persons; no equality upon it, but recogni-
tion of every bitterness that we can find, and reprobation of every
worseness. When we want to go anywehere we will go safely and
quietly, not at forty miles an hour, at the risK of our lives; when
we want to carry anything anywhere we will carry it either on the
bacKs of beasts or on our own backs, or in carts or boats; we will
have plenty of flowers and vegetables in our gardens, plenty of corn
and grass in our fields - and few bricKs. We will have some music
and poetry; the children shall learn to dance in it and sing in it -
perhaps some of the older people, in time, may also. Little by lit-
tle, aft may manifest itself among us, and feeble rays of science
may dawn for us. Botany, though too dull to dispute the existence
o-f
1 flowers; an^ history though too simple to question the nativity
of man; nay, even perhaps an uncaiculating and uncovetous wisdom,
1 ?ors Clavlgera. May 1, 1871

as or rude Magi, presenting at such nativity, gifts of gold and
franK incense*"
1
The St. George's scheme, as RusKin planned it,was to be in
many ways, a revival of the past. "It was to show the world chiv-
airy without war. devoutness without a church, nobility without lux-
ury or cloth, and Monarchy without profligacy or pride."
2 There
was to be three essential material things - pure air. water. and
earth - and three essential immaterial things - admiration, hope,
and love. 3
"The two facts',' Ruskin say3, !which I have to teach, or
sign, though alone, as it seems, at present, in the signature, that
food can be got only out of the ground, and happiness out of indus-
try." 4 It was to enforce these rules that Ruskin worKed in his
Utopian scheme.
In spite of the fact that St. George's Guild was more prac-j
tical than most Utopian schemes, it went the way of its predecessor
to oblivion. Unquestionably, a noble sentiment inspired the whole
plan, but it was entirely too fanciful, and too anarchic in its de-
fiance of all habits of modern life.
However, one offshoot of the Guild scheme has been a real
success - that is the Sheffield Art Museum to which RusKin gave so
much time and interest. 6 This museum was organized to harbor nu-
merous specimens of artistic and scientific nature, most of which,
RusKin paid for from his own purse. It is probably the most last-
ing result of the Guild of St. George.
6
1 Etofs Clavigera. May 1. 1871. (Letter V).
2 Lif^ of RusKin. by T. Harrison, p. 170.
*Fors Clavigera. May 1871 (Letter V).
e Life of RusKin
*Fors Clavigera. 1873. XXX. p. 19.
^ ^
T
-^ if6 SUidies in RusKin.by K.T.CooK. Chap. IV, p. 1^7 Chap.XIII ,P»jjj
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To a careful observer, it seems very evident, that , although
RusKin has enjoyed the highest possible degree of renown; although
his name has been upon the lips of all his more worthy contemporar-
ies, he nas been at the same time one of the most abused men of Eng-
land. His troubles began early, Even from the petiod of the publi-
cation of the first volume of "Modern Painters," he has been busy
defending his principles. Eis matrimonial .venture was a sad failur|[
as well as several other love affairs that he had both before and
after Wa marriage. During the greater part of his life. RusKin
was more or less of an invalid, and it is a constant wonder to the
reader, how the man managed to accomplish so much worK and combat
disease at the same time. But the thing that most of all caused
rusk in many heartaches and pains, was the failure of his socialistic
schemes. They met with the most bitter antagonism from the very
first, and no one realized this any more Keenly than RusKin himself,
who sought to apply his theories and drown nis sorrows at the sajne
time, with all sorts of philanthropic schemes. It would be uselass
to attempt to describe all these activities in detail, but suffice
it to say. he spent some turee-quarters of a million dollars in
building model tenement houses, promoting gardening and planting
schemes, building schools, reclaiming slum districts, and endowing
various institutions of one sort or another.
3
as a supplement to his schemes of practical philanthropy,
rusk in published during a period of thirteen years ( 1871-1884-) » a
series of open letters to worKingmen » partly autobiographical.
largely economic, which aroused great interest, and opposition all
over Europe. 8 These letters are wonderfully interesting, whimsi-
a Life of RusKin. by Collingwood. Chap. VIII. vol.11, p. 515. Nineteenth
Dentury Romanticism, oy a. a. Beers. p. 38. Fors, Clavigera. Vol. III.y
T,if* of RusKin. by T. Rarri son.__Chap. VIII. p. 178. Life of RusKin
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cal, and at times Incoherent and egoistic, tout they are valuable be-
cause they sum up much of Ruskin' s most typical thought,
1 The grow-
ing weight of earnestness and thought "brought great earnestness and
directness of speech to RusKin's writings. 2 to such an extent that fit
times the "Fors" papers, because of their intensity seem wrung
straight from the heart. There is in" Fors Clavigeraj! in spite of
its inconsistencies, much directness, tenderness, and an undertone
of satiric humor, similar to that of some of the Eighteenth century
satirists. 3 The papers were, in short, an attack upon modern vices,
vulgarities, and stupidities, clothed in simple, direct, and musical
language.
Perhaps no batter idea of the tone of these letters can be
had than by examining the following rather sad and characteristic ex-
tract from one of the last of the "Fors" papers - "Because I have
passed my life in aim* giving, not in fortune hunting; because I
have labored always for the honor of others, not for my own. and have
chosen rather to make men looK at Turner and Luini. than to form or
exhibit the skill of my own hand; because l nave lowered my rents,
and assured the comfortable lives of my poor tenants, instead of
taking from them all I could force for the roofs they needed; be-
cause I love a wood walk better than a London street; and would rathsj^
watch a sea gull fly than shoot it, and rather hear a thrush sing
than eat it; finally, because I never disooeyed my mother, because I
have honored ail women with solemn worship, and nave been kind even
to the unthankful and evil;
by Oollingwood. Vol. II, chap-IX, p.W.
Life of Ruskin, by oollingwood. Vol. II, book IV. chap -II. *>.399.
*Life of Ruskin. by ?, Harrison. Chap.IVt p. 181.
3 Introduction to English Literature, by Pancoast. p. 356.
•introduction to English Literature, by Pancoast. p. 356.
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therefore the hacKs of English art and literature pvag their heads atj
me.
1
The"foW papers, and "praeterita, rusk in' s autobiography, rep|
II
resent the last active worK of this long, busy, but stormy career.
From 1880 on, his health steadily failed. Numerous attacKs of brai|
fever weakened his strength, until at last, he died on the 20th of
January, 1900, within two weeKs of his eighty-first birthday.
2
Let us now try to determine what this long, interesting, and
eventful life availed the human race, as an apostle of beauty, Rus-
j
Kin occupies a high place in prose literature, perhaps the highest of
anyEnglish writer. lie was also a great ethical teacher, in his worK$
on art as well as in those on social questions. His conception of
life and art was founded on a high ethical standard; he was not the
apostle of mere sensuous beauty, but of that beauty which enables
the spiritual life and ministers to the highest needs of the souli
As to his worK in the interest or economics, one can not say so much,
in spite of the fact that some of his main contentions have become
an accepted part of the theory of political economy, many of his
suggestions have proved to be impracticable and destructive to human
progress. 2 But the great value of his worK has been the stimulus
it has given to modern thought. In the future, men will Iook to Rus-
Kin for inspiration; rather than for advice or instruction; they wil
s
looK to him as a prophet, but not as a statesman; they will not ac-
cept his theories, 4 but if they are wise, they will attempt to imi-
tate his capacity for love and sympathy with humanity.
I
1 Fors Clavigera. Vol. III.
t
2mstory of English Literature, by R.P.HallecK. p. 419.
s liistory of English Literature, by R.P.HallecK, P;*21.
introduction to Sesame and Lilies, by J.W.Linn. (Scott Foresman and
Co. (p. 28. 6 Poets and Problems, by G.w.CooKe. p. 255*

RusKin will live to posterity, as the noblest apostle of
"beauty and the chief ijispirer of the aesthetic movement of the Nine-
teenth Century*
1
How, and to what extent he contributed to the
aesthetic movement, will be the subject of the discussion in the
following chapters.
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RU3KIN AND THE PRE—RAPHAEL ITE5
.
One of the most characteristic Intellectual signs of the
times in England in the middle of the Nineteenth century, was the
growth of the interest in art. The love of art "became a passion and
|
a pursuit, and the aesthetic side of life received an attention it
i
never before commanded in England. The cause of this new interest
in aesthetics was the changed attitude toward human nature. 3 Through!
the aid of German idealism, the French Revolution, and the revival off
the G-reeK spirit in literature and art, men have been given a new
conception of beauty and of life. Modern art turns to nature as
the expression of a subjective life of great beauty and variety. Con*
sequently, for art, the growth of naturalism has been a great gain,
which natural ism, is represented most striKingly in England by Words-
worth and by Turner. With both of these men the object of art was
to effect a reconciliation between man and nature, by showing that
in nature a similar aspect to that in man abides. 4 However, that
was not the only stimulus in creating the art revival. There was a
tendency the very opposite of naturalism at work, that of the Oxford
I movement. This movement bade men look to primitive Christianity for
!a true expression of the religious life to which they aspired, and it
found in the Mediaeval Church the embodiment of what Christ taught. 6
As a result of the Oxford movement, a new interest was awakened in
Christian art, and a revival of interest in Gothic art at once follow-
ed.°
1 Poets and Problems, by G.W.Cook, p.173-
i
2 History of English Literature, by A. G. Newcomer, p. 369.
3
Poets and Problems, by G.W.Cooke, p. 175.
4Poets and Problems, by G.W.Cooke, p. 176*
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Antagonistic as naturalism and mediaeval! sjt seem to be,
they united to produce the art revival or the present time. This
was done through the worK of the "Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood", the
third agent in creating the new art interest.
This organization was originally composed of Holman Hunt,
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and John E3» Millais, later Ford Madox Brown.
William Morris, and Burne-jones became interested in the movement,
2
and W. M. Rossetti became their secretary. The object of the or-
ganization was to express the qualities of sincerity, directness,
honesty, and definite inspiration, which they discerned in the work
of the early Italian painters.
3 They believed in exact representa-}
tion of nature, in minute and detailed imitation of her aspects and
j
scenes. They were soon affected, however, by the revival of inter-
est in the past and with the spirit which the Oxford movement had
e
created.
The bond of union between the Pre-Raphaeli tes, as Michael
Rossetti described it was - "To have genuine ideas to express. To
study nature attentively. To produce thoroughly good pictures, and
statues, And to sympathize with what is direct and serious and
heartfelt in previous art, to the exclusion of what is conventional,
j
self-parading, and learned by rote." 4 The Brotherhood was formed
in 18 48, and the following year, several pictures with the signa-
ture f.r.b. ware exhibited. They were severely criticized, and it
Iwas
as a result of this criticism that Ruskin took an interest in
the organization.
6
1 Poets and problems, by G.W.Qooke. p. 177-
2The Pre-Raphaelite Tainters. by Percy Bate, p.
3 ii W ii « p.
| 4 «
MM P.
6 Life of Ruskir, by E.T.Oooke. Vol. I, chap. XIV, p. 284.
L°a>oat3 and Probiema^-Jay £LJS>JlQ.QJLft. P^177- —- —
J

Pre-Raphaeli tism was an attempt to put into practice Bus-
Kin' 3 protest against the academic traditions. 1 To what extent they
tooK his advice to M go to nature 1! may be ascertained by Ruskin 's
reference to then in his "lecture on Pre-Raphaeli tism." He said -
"Pre-Raphaeli tism has but one principle, that of absolute, uncompro-
mising truth in all that it does, obtained by working everything down
to the most minute detail, from nature. Every Pre-Raphaelite land-
\
scape is painted to the last touch, in the open air, from the thing
itself. Everyone of their figures, however studied in expression,
is a true portrait of some living person. Every minute accessory
is painted in the same manner." 3
In 1853 Ruskin made the acquaintance of Rossetti, which ac-|
quaintance was of great benefit to Rossetti, as Ruskin was a liberal
purchaser of his pictures, and he in common with the other Pre-Raph-
aeli ties, owed much to Ruskin 's guidance, advocacy, and patronage. 3
There were two groups of followers who rallied about Rus-
kin. On the one hand there were the aesthetes, who adopted Ruskin*
art principles, and upon the other hand there were the men inter-
ested in Ruskin*' s socialistic theories. It was to the aesthetic groujjp
that Rossetti belonged. 4
Ruskin 1 s first acquaintance with Rossetti was a result of tlje
championship of the Pre-Raphaeli tes, after which Ruskin became anxiou
j
to cultivate this young man whom he regarded as the intellectual
leader of the Pre-Raphaeli tes. 6
j I Nineteenth century Romanticism by Beers, Chap.XII, P.2SH-.
"Lectures on Architecture and Painting. Lexture IV, Pre-Raphaeli tism. |3The Pre-Raphaelite Painters, by Percy Bate, chap. I.
i The Life of Ruskin, by E.T.Cooke, Chap. XXIV.
bThe Life of Ruskin, by T. Harrison. Chap. XI, p.14-3.
1 " " " E.T.Cook. Chap.XXIV, p.W.
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The two men were in very different positions? Rossetti was young,
poor, and little Known, RusKln was wealthy and prominent. He esti-
I
mated Rossetti* s powers very highly, and treated him generously,
maKing an arrangement, whereby, up to a certain sum, he would pur-
chase any of Rossetti 's paintings of which he approved. 1 In 1854,
Rossetti, in a letter to F. Madox Brown said, "Rusxin, the other day jl
wrote me an incredible letter, remaining, mine respectfully (ll) and
jj
wanting to call. I of course stroked him down in my letter, and yes-j
terday he called. His manner was very agreeable. .. .He seems in a
good way to maxe my fortune." 2
In 1853, Rusk in wrote to him - "It seems to me, that among
all the painters I Know, you, on the whole, have the greatest genius;
and yovi appear also to be, as far as I can maKe out - a very good
sort of person. I see that you are unhappy, and that you cannot
-
bring out your genius as you should, it seems to me then, the proper
|
and necessary thing to maKe you. If I can, more happy, and that I
should be more really useful in enabling you to paint properly and
Keep your room in order than in any other way." 3
Dante Gabriel Rossetti was born in London in 1828. He was
of Italian descent, his father having been a political refugee. At
the age of fourteen he started on his career as an artist, and for
j
many years, he hesitated between his devotion to painting and his de-
votion to poetry, 4 and he compromised by dividing his time about
equally between them.
^Rossetti, by H.C.Benson. Chap. II, p. 32.
D. a.Rossetti: His Family Letters, with a Memoir, by W.M.Rossetti.
: Vol.1, p. 180.
|
3Rossetti, by A.C.Benson, Chap. II, p. 32.
p
4History of English Literature, by A. G. Newcomer.
-P-.369.
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In 1850 the pre-Raphaeiites began the publication or a lit-
|
tie magazine called, "The Germ", in which wer<» published some of
Rossettl's earlier poems, notably "My sister's Sleep", and "The Blesij
sed Damozel."
1
The latter, a charming, but sensuous, picture of a
young woman in Paradise, gazing longingly bacK on Earth, where her
lover dwells, is today Rossettl's best Known poem. In 1861 he
brought out a volume of translations, "The Early Italian Poets", whiclt
he intended to follow with a volume of original worx. But his wife
died the following year, and in his despair he laid the manuscript
in her coffin, and allowed it to be buried with her. Later, it was
recovered and published in 1870. His despondency did not interfere?
with his producing many excellent poems afterward. However, through
\
hie struggles with insomnia, he became a victim to drugs, and his
painting and poetry were sadly slighted. By the time he was fifty
he had become a confirmed recluse, and in 1882 he died as a result of
dissipation and drugs.
As a poet, Rossetti derived directly from Keats in his ex-
clusive devotion to beauty, to art for art's saKe; a3 well as in his
absorption in the passion of love, and the more esoteric side of
mediaeval life.
2
He tooK as his doctrine the following extract from
Keats - "'Beauty is truth, truth beauty' , that is all ye Know on
earth and all ye need to Know." 8 Everything Rossetti wrote or
painted showed a close following out of this doctrine. Aside from
this strong admiration for Keats, Rossetti showed the influence of
8hell«y, BlaKe, and Poe, and late in life he came to have an exagger-f
1 Nineteenth century Romanticism, by Beers, p. 284.
2
« « « « P. 295.
3The Orte on the Grecian Urn, by Keats.
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ated admiration for the very romantic Chatterton. 1 But most of all;
Rossetti 'a intensely morbid taste and temperament found satisfaction^
in the mysticism, symbolism, and intensity of Dante.
2
Th<=» historical sense was almost entirely absent in Rosset- j
ti, politics, science, society, contemporary matters in general, hadj
no attraction for him. He was narrowly aesthetic, with very little
liberty of imagination.
3 Certainly, passion takes a place prior
to intellect In all Rossetti' s work.
4
"All the wealth of form and
color which such an artist as he could command were lavished upan
the pictures of his brain, and in his poems, as in his paintings,
there is a mystic union of physical charm with profound spiritual
suggestion which is perhaps the Keynote of Pre-Raphaelitism, as we
now understand it-." 6
Mr. W. D. Howell s said of Rosset ti, "It will always be a
question whether he had not better have painted his poems and writ-
ten his pictures; there is so much that is purely sensuous in the
6
former, and so much that is purely intellectual in the latter." It
is for this sensuousness, probably, more than for any other quality
in his work that Rossetti has been held up to ridicule.
7
This di scussion naturally leads one to question what really
was Rossetti' s contribution to the aesthetic movement of the Nine-
teenth Century. In the first place, he was the leader and the in-
spirer of a definite group of artists and poets, over whom he exert
ed a powerful influence, through his radical and original suggest-
ions/' Or, as Ruskin expressed it, "Gabriel Rossetti, should be
1 Nineteenth century Romanticism, by Beers. Chap. VII. p. 300.
a M h •« •» p. 300.
3ThP Liberal Movement in English Literature, by W. J.Courthope, Lon-
don 1885. P. 230. 4The Age of Tennyson, by Hugh Walker. Chap, on
Pr^-Raphaeiites. 6 lii3tory of English Literature, by a. a. Newcomer,
p. 373. «.f The Age of Tennyson, by Hugh Waiker. Pre-Raphaelites.
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placed first on the list of men who have raised and changed the
spirit of modern art. He is the chief intellectual power in the es4
tablishment of the mondern romantic school in England," 1
By far the most consistent and constant Pre-Raphaelite
was William Holman Hunt. 3 When he was quite a boy his father sent
him to London to get the artistic craze driven out of his head, but
||
the life in the city had exactly the opposite effect upon him." He
j
struggled hard to qualify for the Royal Academy Schools, and after
he succeeded he immediately came under the influence of Rossetti
and Millais, which intimacy culminated in the formation of the "pre-r
Raphael! te Brotherhood."
Hunt of all the members of the organization stuck most
faithfully to their original plan. 4 He spent many years in the
East, in order to secure the exact truth of scenery and costume for
his Biblical studies, such as "Christ in the shadow of Death", "The
Scape-Goat", and "Christ in the Temple."
6
In all of his pictures
he observed the Keenest sense of truth, and detail. His "Light of
the world" is probably his most typical example of this painstaking
treatment. In this picture everything is symbolical Christs
seamless white robe is symbolical of the Catholic church; the jew-
elled clasps of the priestly mantle, symbolize the Old and the New
Testaments, The golden crown is interwoven with thorns, and the
| embroidered hem of Christ's garment and the figures on the lantern
all have a meaning. 6 Furthermore, in order to get the light for
^Nineteenth century Romanticism, by Beers. Chap. III. p. 297.
I
Art and Artists of England, by John Ruskin.
3The English Pre-Raphaeii te Painters. Chap. Ill, p. 26.
j
» " " " Chap. Ill, p. 25.
\ ^Nineteenth Century Romanticism. Chap. VII, p. 288.
" " " Chap. VII, p. 288.

this picture, Hunt painted out of doors every moonlight night for
three months.
LiKe all the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, Hunt has had his
share or criticism, Some have declared that he is not a relig-
ious artist, some critics have said that he is too didactic, and
lacKs aesthetic charm, and others accused him as well as the other
Pre-Raphaelites, of showing no attempt at imaginative power, 1 In
spite of all this criticism, from the time that Buskin tooK up the
cudgels in Hunt* 3 behalf, his reputation as a artist has been on the
increase. 8 Owing to the painstaking and thoughtful method of the
artist his output has not been large, and the character of his work
is so distinguished as to make Rusk in say of him - "Such work as Mr.
Hunt * s"Claudio and Isabella" have never been rivaled, and in some
respects approached in any other period of art." 3
Millais, unlike Hunt, soon departed from strictly Pre-Rafch-
aellte principles, and became one of the most popular and successful
of British artists.
4
His connection with the "Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood" lasted only about ten years, during which time he pro-
duced a larse number of important works, many of which will rank as
mastsroieces of English art. 5 In natural talent and cleverness in
execution, he was more brilliant that either Rossetti or Hunt, but in
imaginative faculty he was inferior to Rossetti, and in patience and
religious earnestness he was inferior to Hunt.
lecture on Architecture and Painting by Ruskin, addenda to Lecture
IV, p. 225.
2 Pre-Raphaelj te Painters, by P. Bate. Chap. Ill, p. 28.
3
I,ecture on Architecture and Painting by Rusk4n. ( Pre-Raphaelltlsm).
p. 222.
Nineteenth century Romanticism, by Beers. Chap. VII. p. 288.
6
The Pre-Raphaelite Painters, by P. Bate. chap. IV. p. 31.
eNineteenth century Romanticism, by Beers, p. 288'
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It was from Miilais, that the suggestion came that each of
the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood should exemplify his creed by illus-
trating a subject from Keats, who was much beloved by all these men?jj
Consequently. Hunt's "Escape of Madeline and Prospero", and his "Isa|
bella." or the"Pot of Basil", Rossetti 1 s "La Belle Dame Sans Merci",
and Miilais, "St. Agnes Eve", and his "Lorenzo and Isabella", are al|
tributes to Keats, one of the greatest inspirers of Pre-Raphaelite
art, 2 Later, certain personal matters caused Miilais to drift away
from his association with Rusk in and the Brotherhood as well.
8 From
this time on, his work was rather more individual than that of the
other members of his school, yet one must not forget that it was
through the influence of Rossetti that Miilais was directed into the\
path along which he worked. 4
One of the chief contributions of the "Pre-Raphaelite Move-
ment" to Romantic li terature and art, resides in the inspiration whic^
Rossetti and his colleagues gave to younger men like Burne-jones and|
Swinburne.
Sir Edward Burne-jones was a Pre-Raphaelite, not because he
chose his subjects from the world of unreality, as some of the other!
members of the Brotherhood did, but from the steady and consistent
adherence he gave to the principles of honesty and sincerity.
6
It
was while he was at Oxford that Burne-jones made the acquaintance of
William Morris, his life long friend. Through common sympathies in
literary and artistic matters, these men met, set up a studio togeth-
a
The Pre-Raphaelite Painters. Chap. IV. p. 32.
Nineteenth century Romanticism, by Beers, chap. VII. p. 307.
I
3 Life of Ruskin, by E.T.Cook, Chap. XVI, p. 328.
4The Pre-Raphaelite Painters, by B.Bate. Chap. IV, p. 36.
j
Nineteenth century Romantieism, by Beers. p,285.
e The Pre-Raphaelite Painters, by P. Bate. chap. XII, p. 100.
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er, and continued a very c]ose artistic intimacy, which was only par*
tlally "broken, by Morris drifting into socialistic pursuits. Burne^
Jones' guiding inspiration, however, was Rossetti.who persuaded him to
give up all idea of taxing his degree and to devote himself entirely)
to Art. 1 As a result of his close application to worK, he produced
a lorwr series of works, in color, as well as all sorts of designs fo
interior decoration, stained glass, mosaics, and tapestry. In sub-
ject mstter he drew extensively from the regions of romance, legend,
and fable. The atmosphere of his pictures was one of magic and en-
chantment » in which mystic spells and dreams and love-potions were
very conspicuous. From the standpoint of draughtman ship, carefulnes
of execution, and mastery of color, he was not surpassed by any painj)-
er of his own time. No more striking example of Rossetti*s influ-
ence upon the aesthetic movement of his time can be found than that of
his influence over William Morris. Morris eariy in life acquired a
taste for mediaeval and religious art. while at Oxford, he formed a
close friendship with Edward Burne-jones, who shared his monastic
views, and consequently the two attempted to carry on a religious
crusade against the age, which they abandoned to join the social cru-4
sade of Carlyle and Ruskin. 2 Later, Rossetti came across their path
and attempted to make artists of them.
Morris tried hard to paint, but he never became an artist
in the sense that Burne-Jones, Millais, and Hoiman Hunt were artists
consequently, he turned his attention to household decoration, and
to reviving some of the crafts ctfthe middle ages.
3
He, with the
J The Pre-Raphaelite Painters, by Percy Bate, Chap, XII. p. 101.
8The Pre-Raphaelite Painters, by Percy Bate, Chap. XII, p. 105.
3 History of English Literature, by R.G. Newcomer, p. 27*+.

Iassistance of some of his Pre-Raphaelite friends, engaged in the gen-*
eral business of church and house deoo ration, and through his splen-
did taste and ceaseless energy he practically revolutionized the
decorative art of his time,
a
In 1855 Morris began to write poetry /andfew years later he
published his "Defense of Guinevere and other poems". This was the!
first regular volume of the Pre-Raphaelite school, and though dec id-*
ediy original, it had many of the characteristics of the school -
an atmosphere of deep sincerity, quaintness, and simplicity, and a
realistic manner of treating remote mediaeval themes.
1
This was followed by "The Life and Death of Jason" p which
was an attempt to reproduce some of the legends of the past, in a
simple straightforward modern style. His "isarthly Paradise", pro-
dunert in 1868, was a series of twenty-four separate tales, half of
them from Classic,- and half of them from Teutonic sources, all of
which are joined somewhat in the manner ^of "The Canterbury Tales."
Morris showed strongly the influence of Chaucer, but he
failed to acquire the cheery, hopeful strain of the older poet, in
that he could not forget the fret and fever of his own a#e. But
he did what he could to turn his fellowmen away from the preoccupa-
tions of the time to the pleasures of art and literature. His
translations of the "Aeneid'J and the "Odyssey", his "Sigurd the Vol-
sung", and his prose romances, "The House of the wolfings", and "The
Roots of the Mountain", all have this end in view. He had little of
the magic and shadowy vision of Rossetti, but he was satisfied to
ill! story of English Literature, By R. G. Newcomer, p. 27^.
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make the world happier and fairer, by a recital of some of its noble
deeds. 1
Morris, like Rusk in his master, was the son of a wealthy
merchant, and, liKe RusKln, he came to regard his wealth as a wrongH
ful possession, consequently he made haste to put his money to some
j
public use. 2 This feeling caused him to drift into socialism,
which peculiar type of socialism was the outcome of his artistic
sincerity, rather than of his sense of pity for the poor. That is
to say, he revolted against the ugliness of modern life. With him,
now, it was not a question of art for art's sake, but a question of
art for life.
Morris desired to better social conditions, by giving peo-
ple more attractive houses to live in, more attractive furnishings
for these houses, better pictures, more art treasures, and better
and more artistic surroundings in general, lie attempted to do this
by returning to the regime of the middle ages, in which every arti-
san was an artist of the "beautiful, and took pleasure in the thing
he made. 3 In short, like rusk in, he desired to bridge the gap be-
tween the artisan and the designer, causing them to work together
more in harmony. /
It fell to Algernon Charles Swinburne, the youngest of the
Pre-Raphaelites. and latest to join the group, to attract the first
general attention to their poetry. Unlike his associates he did
not study art, but he devoted hiajself entirely to poetry, The sym-
bolism which was so characteristic of Pre-Raphaelite art, is not con-
1 History of English Literature. R. G. Newcomer, p. 376.'
8 wm. Morris, by Alfred Noyes. chap. I, p. 14.
j
Nineteenth Century Romanticism, by Beers, p. 322.
4 H!story of English Literature, r.g. Newcomer, p. 376.
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spicuous in Swinburne, "but other qualities of this organization he
did possess - that is, their fondness of close detail, and their ex-
treme intensity of spirit. 1 These qualities come out most consplc-|
uously in his earlier worK, his "Poems and Ballads", and his early
dramas. In fact these Pre-Raphaelite qualities were so pronounced
in the "Poems and Ballads", that the poet was accused of irreverence
and immorality. 2
His later worK, however, follows very closely the GreeK mod-*'
els, with the result that he attained a mastery over musical verse,
superior to that of any of nis contemporaries. No two authorities
agree as to the exact personnel of the Pre-Raphaelite organization,
and for that reason it is difficult to suggest an accurate list of
members. However, it is pretty generally agreed that Ford Lladox
BarowTv Dante G. Rossetti, John E. Millais, and Holman Hunt were the
originators of the organizatuon. Later, they gave encouragement and
inspiration to such writers as Charles A. Swinburne, Christina Ros-
setti, and her brother, W. M. Rossetti, and to such artists as Burne-t
Jones and William Morris; and later to Thomas woolner, the sculptor;
Walter Howell Devrall, the painter; and FredericK G. Stephens, the
painter and art critic. 3
Just what relations rusk in had with this organization, has
been a matter of much dispute, also. It has been frequently stated
that the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood owed its existence to RusKin,
1 Nineteenth Century Romanticism, Beers, p. 34-2.
|
2 Hlstory of English Literature. R.G. Newcomer, p. 377.
!
3The Pre-Raphaelite Painters. P. Bate. Chap. I, p. 7.
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that the artists who gathered together under that name were his
disciples, and that it was the reading of his "Modern Painters" that
inspired the formation of the society. This is stating the matter
entirely too strongly. "The position of Mr. RusKin with regard to
the Pre-Raphaelite painters - tooth inside and outside the Brother-
hood - may thus "be definitely stated and acKnowledged as that of an
influential and enlightened champion, an eloquent pleader of their
cause, and a liberal patron; that he was the spiritual founder of
the movement, or that he was ever the first discoverer of their wort
the first appreciator of their efforts, cannot he maintained for a
moment," 1
a The English Pre-Raphaelite Painters, toy P. Bate. Chap. I, p. 13.
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WALTER PATER' 8 CONTRIBUTION TO AESTHETIC I8M»
The prose writer, Walter Horatio Pater, though not to be r
garded as one or the Pre-Rap ha elites, was strongly aKin to them, too
in temper and taste. He was neither a painter nor a poet, tout he
was a very sympathetic student or tooth, as weil as of other arts and;
philosophy.
Walter Pater was toorn in England in 1839, At the age of
fourteen he was sent to King's School, Canterbury, where he seems to!
have toeen regarded as rather touckward and idle, 1 To Pater's admir- ':
ers this means that he was thoughtful and meditative, with a tenden
cy to study and assimilate other people's thoughts and expressions,
rather than to give expression to his own.
lie was a student at Oxford at the same time as Swintourne,
and later became a fellow at Brasenose College, where he passed a
very unototrusive existence.
The only definite artistic influence under which he is Knowij
to have fallen as a student, is the influence of RusKin whom he read
2
as a tooy of nineteen. This reading must have serious affected
Pater' 3 prose style, toecause in his writings we see much of the
sonorousness, the apt use of words, and the torilliancy of RusKin. 3
Pater early in life, displayed an intense religious feel-
ing, inherited very liKely from his Catholic father and his Protest-
ant mother. United with this religious feeling he possessed a
strong sense of the toeauty of the physical world. It was very liuch
;
Walter Pater, toy A.O.Benson. Chap. I, p. 3.
2
" " toy Ferris Greenslet. Chap. II, p. 18.
"
" toy A.C.Benson, Chap. I , p. 7.
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the same attitude toward beauty that Keats possessed^ and so&e or
the later aesthetes, yet it was fortified and sustained by a Keen
intellectual vigor which saved Pater from falling to the level of
some of the later decadent aesthetes. These two prominent strains
in Pater's mental state prompted him to the determination to make
the most of his life, and he sought to accomplish this end by de-
voting himself to art, to M art for art's sake."
As has been suggested Pater's first master was RusKin. Lat-
er ha became interested in the philosophy of Coleridge, which study,
naturally brought him to an interest in G-oethe, who exerted such a
strong influence in his day. Later, he became interested in Winckel-
mann, the great restorer of Hellenic feeling, in whom there was ev-
erything to fascinate a man of Pater's sensitive and artistic temper-
ament. 1 The teaching of Goethe had begun to seem too sensual; the
idealism of Rusk in seemed too sentimental and too unrestrained; but
in Winckelmann, who could devote himself to the passionate con tempi a-l
tion of beauty, without any grossness of sense, he found his unti-
mate master, 3 " he who; could finger those pagan marbled with unsinged
hands, with no sense of shame or loss", who could "live serenely in
a world of exquisite but abstract and colorless form" 3 . 80 with the
study of winkelmann. Pater "became a writer.
Waiter Pater's earliest production of note was an apprecia-
tion of Morris's "Defense of Guinevere", written in a style which
I
showed very plainly that the writer like Keats, Rossetti, and Marris,
I
i Critical Kit-Kats, by Grosse. TDssay on Pater,
j
JWalter Pater, by A. 0. Benson. Chap. I, p. 14.
Studies in the Renaissance by Pater. Essay on Winckelmann,
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lived, in an atmosphere remote from the world of men. There is, in it
a certain morbidness of taste, such as is to be found in the whole
of the "Aesthetic Movement", which followed at this time, and for
which Pater after RusKin and the Pre-Raphaeli tes, was largely res-
ponsible.
His "Studies in the Renaissance", which along with his
"Marin s the Epicurean", was his chief contribution to Aesthetics, 1
was his next important publication. In these eight essays, Pater
presented a summary of the humanistic tendencies of the Renaissance^
and with it he attempted to maKe plain his own philosophy of life,
\
Oyrenaicism. 2
Walter Pater stands firmly for aesthetic criticism, criti-
cism with relation to feeling, especially to his own individualistic
feeling, crit icism which not only explains woyk but values it. In
his Preface to the "studies of the Renaissance", he explains the
tenets of his criticism as follows - The business of the aesthetic
critic, he says, is not to attempt fc. definition of abstract beauty,
but to realize the relativity of beauty* and to determine the qual-
ity, the virtue of the best art of a writer or an artist. "The
first step in aesthetic criticism", he stated, "is to examine the
nature of your feelings in the presence of the worK of art, with
the idea of determining what the worx means to you, what sort of
pleasure it gives, and how your nature is modified under the infiu- \
ence of the pleasure. The function of the critic is to separate
Waiter Pater, by Ferris Greenslet. Chap. II, p.33*
3 Walter Pater, by Ferris Greenslet, chap. II, p.53»
3 studies in the Renaissance, by waiter Pater. Preface.
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from its adjuncts, the virtue by which a picture produces pleasure,
and the chief qualification for success in applying aesthetic critic
cism is a temperament easily moved by beauty",
1 With these prin-
ciples, Pater went to the Renaissance, and attempted to determine
what the chief characteristics of that movement were.
in this production, Pater attempted to explain that the ob-t
ject of life should be to extract to the utmost the pleasure of liv-
ing, especially the pleasure to be derived from literature and art, 2
Or, as Pater himself expressed it in his "Renaissance studies" - For
the purposes of life, "a counted number of pulses , only, is given
to us of variegated dramatic life. How may we see in them all that
is to be seen in them by the finest senses? How shall we pass most
swiftly from point to point and be present always at the focus when
the greatest number of vital forces unite in their purest ejgergy?
To burn always with this hard gem-liKe flame, to maintain this ecs-
j
tasy, is success in life."
2
These "Studies in the Renaissance',' sum up Pater 's beliefs
up to a certain point in his life. During this early period he
embraced the phiiospphy of Reraclitus, the basis of which is, that
nothing is permanent, nothing is real, everything flows. The self-
ishness of this attitude, its utter disregard of humanity, Pater
afterward came to realize, and in his "Marius the Epicurean", which
he brought out two years later, we find a general broadening of his
j
views. Now, he has begun to care less for the splendors of the
Studies in the Renal ssance, by Walter Pater. Preface,
i
3A History of Nineteenth Century Literature. Saintsburg. p. 399.
; Renaissance studies, p. 236.
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Renaissance, and more Tor the beauties of Hellenic art and life. The
chief pursuit of Marius is. "the art of so relieving the ideal of
poetic traits, the elements of distinction in our daily life - of
so exclusively living with them - that the unadorned remainder
of it, the drift or debris of our day, comes to he as though it were!
not."
1
Because of the fact that the intellectual and spiritual de-j
velopment of Mariu3 correspond so closely to that of Pater himself,
it might he well to speaK of Marius at length. The ^otivs of the
book, is the tracing of the history of a Keenly intellectual and re-
ligious nature, through various stages of philosophy to the point
where the young man is on the verge of becoming a Christian,
The first book introduces tis to the boyhood of a young
Roman, Marius, whose early days are spent under the influence of the
ragan religion. In the second booK,the young man becomes interasteo;
in philosophical speculation, and as a result of his investigation
he becomes an intellectual Epicurean, somewhat later, he is called
to Rome to become the secretary of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, in
wr.ich capacity Marius becomes acquainted with the Stoic philosophy,
in the third o*ook. he begins to realize the hopelessness of the
Stoical system, and narrowness and selfishness of Epicureanism. He
begi-ns to appreciate the need of some spiritual arety upon whom he
can look for help and guidance. At this crisis, and in the begin-
ning of the fourth book, Marius is brought into contact with Christ-
ianity, which appeals to him very strongly, especially in Us
aesthetic aspects. At the time of his death, which is very artisti-
1Marius the Epicurean.
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cally "orought about by his sacrificing himself for a Christian
friend, he is on the very threshold of Christianity; and one can not!
help feeling that if he had been permitted to live, he would have
become a devout christian.
The book is a protest against both materialism and intel-
lectual absorption as well. At the close of the booK one is given
the very wholesome suggestion, that it is not in self isolation nor
in self sufficiency that one realizes the finer things of this earthy
but it is in sympathy and in comradeship, that this condition i s to
be attained.
After the publication of his "Appreciations", which is real-
ly an appeal to persons to ignore ail that they cannot admire, 1 P&tpr
devoted hinself almost entirely to criticism; consequently his worK
became less original, and for the purposes of this discussion, less
interesting.
The reader, at this point, probably wonders what this dis-
cussion of waiter Pater has to do with Rusk in. In the first place,
rusk in was the inspiring genius ,who, through, his "Modern Painters",
helped to lead Pater to an appreciation of art and imaginative
prose.
2
Pater, in turn, through his criticism and appreciations of
art and literature, forms another linK in the chain of aestheticism
which was to culminate later in what is Known as the Aesthetic Move-
ment of the late Nineteenth century.
During the late 'Eighties and the early 'Nineties, Pater be-+
came the center of a group of young men, who, possessing aesthetic
1
walter Pater. Living Age, 1903. 239: 24-2-250, by Edward Hut ton.
s Six Oxford ThinKers, by A. Cecil. Chap. 3.
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tastes were naturally drawn to Mm. consequently a sort or an
aesthetic Renaissance resulted, whose creed was the adoration of
"beauty. As might be expected, some members of the group indulged in
much extravagance of thought and expression; and with some it had
the rather disastrous result of causing them to .iudge actions by
the canons of beaut y, rather than by the canons of morality.
1
with the excesses of this school, Pater has very little
sympathy, yet it was through the rather loose interpretation of his
views that the movement originated. Therefore, it seems necessary
to give Pater, as well as his one tine master. RusKin. some respon-
sibility in this rather disgusting "Aesthetic Movement", even though
the practices of this school did not. in any sense, meet with their
approval.
However, it will not be as an inspirer of the decadents,
that Pater will live for future generations; but as the originator
of a unique philosophy of life, and as a master of prose style.-

ex
SYMONDS AND THE DECADENTS.
Of the same school as Walter Pater, though a much less ex-
acting follower of it, was John Adding ton Symonds. who was born in
Bristol in 1840. His mother died when Symonds was a child, conse-
quently his rather, who was a man or much culture and sympathy,
was obliged to act the double role of father and mother to the
child. Therefore, there existed between the father and son a very
beautiful friendship, which later ripened into a close intellectual
comradship. In his Autobiography, Symonds says, "My father's men-
tal and moral force began to make themselves felt while I was at
Oxford, we were drawn together and exchanged thoughts on the deep-
est problems."
1
As a boy, symonds was precocious, sensitive, inquisitive,
and introspective. 3 lie was constantly probing,, seeking, questioning
the why and the wherefore of things. He lived entirely in the past,
and sought his pleasures solely in his studies of the past. Plato
was a strong force in moulding the bent of Symonds thoughts, m his
Harrow diary he tells how he spent one whole night reading "Phaedrusif
and the "Symposium", in which he discovered the revelation of a long
cherished idealism. 3 "it was as though the voice of my soul spoke
to me through Plato", he wrote in his diary, which words striKe the
Key note of his very intense introspective nature.
After having graduated from Oxford, Symonds came into the
possession of a large fortune which left him independent to indulge
1 Syntonics Autobiography, Chap.i.
3A Critic of the Ninteenth Century, by W.Ik Wendell, BooK Buyer,
VOl.22, 1901.
ssymonds's Autobiography, Chap.l.
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his artistic and literary tastes pretty much as he chose. The thir-
ty-three years following his graduation from oxford, were occupied
chiefly with works of criticism, many of which deal with Italian men|
of genius and with the Renaissance. His introduction to "The study
of Dante", published lin 1872, was one of the first fruits of his
scholarship. His poetical temperament, his sensitiveness to beauty^
and* above all, his intense interest in the past, led him to have a
peculiarly excellent understanding of the temper of Italy- in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
This was followed by his "SK etches in Italy and Greece-
(1874) and the "Sketches and Studies in Italy (1879). both of them
highly fascinating to persons of culture and understanding, but
rather too extravagant, probably, for the average reader.
Symond's greatest triumph, however, was his seven volumes
on the "Italian Renaissance", which gives us an immense and exhaust-j
Ive survey of Italian literature which that period represents. In
this series of estimates symonds pours forth a deiuge of the most
minute, detailed material, excellent from the standpoint of accuracy^
and understanding, but liKe a great deal of Rusk in* s work too redund-
ant, both in thought and in style.
1
The critics poems too deserve some mention. As might be
expected, they were thoughtful, graceful, full of beauty, taste, and
subtlety, but liKe the poetry of so many of our literary critics,
they lacK that indescribable, indefinable something which makes some
poetry immortal.
Indeed, Symonds was one of the most copious members of that
aesthetic school of the late Nineteenth century, which, originally
deriving so much from Ruskin, more and more rejected the ethical
1Li t erary 1 1 maj^eAJixJLuJim^ ftW ^7

side of his teaching, To the student he is a perpetual riddle,
full or Kindliness, enthusiasm, sympathy and ardor, tout still after
reading him one feels that there is something in the man's v/orx that
he did not get at. He was not so sure of himself as RusKin, under-
neath all his writing there is a tone of melancholy and dissatisfac-l
tion as though he had not toeen able to discover or tell all that he
wished to. Love of beauty, sensibility, and extravagance he had,
however, to a great degree; and it is through these qualities, not
always wisely interpreted it seems, that he had had such a pronoun-
ced influence upon the later, and much less substantial aesthetes.
RusKln's insistence upon the doctrine that "taste is moral-i
ity M
,
and his plea for more sensation has been to many of the follow.!
Jng generation an invitation to indulge in all sorts of extravagance
and vice. To men less nobly inclined that he, this was a rather dan-
gerous injunction, and some of the later Nineteenth Centurv aesthetes:
gave it the most liberal interpretation possible.
The Aesthetic tendency is not difficult to trace. The Pre-
Raphaelites represent the beginning of the growth of the movement
with their "Art for art's saKe% their lacK or moral austerity, and
their love of the sensual.
The next step in the development of the movement, is repre-
sented by Walter rater and his doctrine of "experience" as the end
of life. However, rater is saved from disruption, by the fact fchat he\
possessed sufficient moral fiber to Keep him above board. But it is
\
with the contemporaries and followers of Symonds that we meet the
aesthetic movement in all its glory.
Its literary aspects are represented by Rostand, the author
of the "Samaritan Woman", which develops a voluptous aesthetic treat-1
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merit of Christ, ana Ernest Dowson, who was a sort of a "demoralized
Keats", and, most striKingly of all, by Oscar Wilde and George Moore.
Ernest rowson was born in Kent in 1667. and afterward at-
tended Queen's College, Oxford. His two novels which he wrote in
collaboration with Mr. Arthur Symons, some very sentimental short
stories, a one act play, and some translations are practically all
that are left of this young man who started out so promisingly and
i
who so sadly disappointed his friends. These writings all show a
decided lose of beauty, a Keen sensibility, and some of them a rather
fine sentiment, but they also show that they were the work of a
dreamer, with a very faint hold on life.
From his earliest childhood, Dowson showed himself to be a
very frail, morbidly shy and very weak in will power. Consequently>
he tooK to drugs, and drink, low companions, and finally he hid him-
self away in miserable lodgings where he was found half starved. 8
Six weeks later h e died, dissipated, obscure, worn out with what
could really never have been life to him.
Of similar artistic sensibility, but of much greater incline
ation to assert himself was Oscar Wilde, who was born in Dublin in
1856. Wilde studied in Dublin and afterward he went to Oxford where
he had a brilliant intellectual career. While at Oxford he made hi
self the laughing stocK of the undergraduates, by all sorts of ef-
feminate affectations; by wearing his hair long, by decorating his
rooms with peacock feathers and sun-flowers, as well as many objects
of art which he wished to live up to. Gradually he came to affect
biography of E. Dowson. Pornightly Rev. June, 1900,
3
Ibid.
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j
an indifferent lackadaisical manner, and claimed to have very strong
emotions on the subject of "art for art's saKe. wl
as a leading aesthete. Oscar Wilde became one of the prom- S
lnent personalities of the day; and in spite of the fact that he \
aroused a great deal of ridicule, he was in a measure clever, and
his witty sayings have had considerable vogue. The chief objection
to his writings has been the undertone of questionable suggestion
that pervades them. This feature was ao prominent in his "Salome"
tfhat the licenser of plays refused him a license, however, the play j
was produced later in French by Sarah Bernhardt.
Certainly, if any of the aesthetes followed RusKin's and
p
Pater's injunction to cultivate sensation, Oscar Wilde did. His at-
titude toward life was to have every personal pleasure at any cost.
He had no religion except the love of beauty; however at one stage
in his career he, like many of the aesthetes turned toward Christ
as a new pleasure to be experienced. It is rather a question as to
whether Wilde's so-called conversion had any religious foundation
whatsoever.
The climax of his career occurred in 189b. when because of
the looseness of his morals, he was sentenced to two years imprison-
ment at the "Old Bailey" for offences under the criminal Law Amend-
ment Act. After his liberation from prison he was looked upon as
something of a moral degenerate, and as a result he went to the Con-;
tinent whe^-e he lived under an assumed name. Wilde is supposed to
have died some ten years ago, but there have been numerous rumours
since that time, to the effect that he is living in seclusion. Con-
sequently, the later events of nis life have beai the subject of much
Encyclopedia Brltannica.
j
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interesting and uncertain comment.
Wilde's fellow countryman and brother aesthete. George
Moore, has had an equally interesting, if less tragic career, lie
was born in Ireland in 1853. became dissatisfied with his associa-
tions in that country, went to Paris, where he established himself
|
II
in the Latin quarter, and gave himself up to all the extravagancies t
and unconventionalities that that atmosphere afforded.
Later, he came to England, when he fell very strongly under
the influence of the "Aesthetic Movement. How this atmosphere wouldj
]
affect an impulsive irishman, who had been trained in France, under
the influence of Baudelaire* Verlaine, Flaubert, and Zola would not
be hard to determine. He became a realist of the boldest type.
Moore protested against the trend of modern English literature,
which he regarded as wholly given up to mere portrayal of "manners,
facts , and social customs-, and advocated a return to the novel of
human passions and moral ideas, ne declared that France alone had
depicted tne truth in literature, and he followed the French Models
implicitly. 1 These views he carried out most striKingly in his
" A Mummer's Wife", and ^Esther Waters", both of which have aroused
much criticism as being unduly realistic, in these productions as
well as in some of his later novels and plays, he showed an intense
interest in sex, which has helped to maKe most of his worx thorough-
ly repulsive. In his style he was thoroughly exotic and sensual,
I
and he apparently made no attempt to curb his extravagant emotions.
As a man and as a writer he is anything but wholesome, lie has no
reverence for women, no love of home or Kindred, practically no re-
ligion; in fact he has none of those qualities that bind one to the
world in its more salutory aspects.
s
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As might naturally be expected, the aesthetic movement had
Its artistic side, the chief exponent or which was Aubrey V. Beard-
sley, who was born in Kngland in 187^. From his earliest childhood,
Mr. Beardsley showed very plainly that he possessed two of the most
striking characteristics of the aesthetes, precocity and frail
health. lie was not only interested in drawing, but he showed some
ability in music and in writing. 1 His literary efforts consist
merely, of a few poems and one romance, which show very strongly the
influence of Baudelaire, verlaine, Gautier, and Flaubert, all of
whom he adored*
It was in drawing, to ever, that Beardsley s chief ability
lay. lie had a strange fascination for the fantastic, v;eird, and un-j
wholesome, and for that reason, his worK has aroused
2
much criticism
and hostility. However, he was popular in certain circles, and the
adverse criticism of his work did not prevent his being considered
a suitable illustrator for Pope's "Rape of the Lock." Oscar Wilde »ii
-Salome", Ernest Dowson's "volume of verse", and Ben Jonson's
Volpone"
.
In his personal life, Beardsley was sociable, affable, and
eccentric, with a decided fondness for fine clothes, rare wines,
and expensive luxuries of all sorts. Not only did he work hafid, but
he played hard. Knowing that, because of his weak lungs, he had
only a short time to live, he decided to spend the time gaily. This
he did in the society of his brother aesthetes.
Beardsley, was one of the most eminent of a group of men most
2 Bookman. Vol. 31*: 125. by Ward Clark.
1 Craftsman, 'dl : 2«w-»*l. 1911.
a Encyclopedia Britannica.
3 craftsman. 21 : 24-4-51. 19H.
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of whom died while still very young, out who lived long enough to
accomplish something original and important in art or literature.
Besides the literary aesthetes mentioned in the earlier part of
this discussion, the group included Charles oonder. a romantic imi-
tator of Watteau, whose fans and paintings on silK are considered
very exquisite; Lionel Johnson, an Important figure in the Celtic
Movement, of which William- Butler Yates is now the chief leader;
Leonard Bmithers. the publisher; Rothenstem, the painter, and Max
Beerbolm , the caricaturist
;
1 most of whom tax en as a body repre-
sent a grim tragedy of genius, madness, drinx . and disease.
in looking over this short-lived, hut ever intense'Aesthet-
ic Movement" of the last third of the Nineteenth Century, what do we
£ind? Simply this, a group of high-strung young men, some of whom
were clever, one or two of whom were brilliant, men who were de-
lighted to seize upon what to them seemed to be an invitation to
maKe life yield pleasure and sensation to the exclusion of every-
thing else. Had they been older, wiser, and more discerning they
might have seen that KusKin put a condition upon that aesthetic
doctrine of his. But they did not see it* or if they did. they
did not heed it. hence their destruction. They remind one of Cha\i-
cer's FranKeleyn of whom he said -
"To live in delyt was ever his yjone.
For he was Epicurus owne sone
That held opinion that pleyne delyt
was verraily felicitee perfyt.- 2
draftsman. 21 . 24-4-51. 1911.
2 Chaucer's canterbury Tales. Prologue,
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There is one good thing, however, to be said of the move-
ment, it did not last long. It is dead, and its memory alone lives
as a warning to imaginative and aesthetically inclined young peopi?.
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THE INFLUENCE OF JOHN RU8KIN.
From the foregoing discussion, it might seem as though Rus-
Kin's influence fcad been exceedingly destructive. It is true, his
reputation suffered somewhat because of the irregular lives of some
of his disciples, but that does not indicate that his long life of
noble activity has not been without admirable results.
lie has done more than any writer upon art in the English
language to inspire artist* and to form public taste.
1 As has
been suggested before, he not only interpreted Turner, and defended
the Pre-Raphaeli tes, but he inspired much of the Gothic Revival.
Furthermore, he has done much to free both English art, and English
social life, in the late Nineteenth Century from the ugliness that
characterized it. But most important of all, he followed up the
worK begun oy cowper and Wordsworth in poetry, and Turner in paint-
ing - the worK of teaching men to look directly at nature with a
2
sense of appreciation.
Let us look at some of these accomplishments in detail. Rus-
Kin's influence iipon public taste and his universal popularity, may
be proved by the fact that many of his oooKs have been translated
into French, German, Italian, Spanish, Swedish, and Hungarian. His
writings have been the subject also of essays in Belgium, in Hol-
land, and in Denmark.* It has been In France and Germany, how eve?
that he has received the most attention. It Is said that at the
*The life of J. Ruskin. oy E.T.Oook. VOL II, chap.XXXH, p. 565-
History of English Literature. Newcomer, p. 3%.
3 Life of J.RusKin, by E.T.Cook. Vol.11, chap.XXXII, p. 568.
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time of his death, his life and work attracted as much notice in
French and German periodicals as in English ones. 1
That he has inspired artists is plainly evident from the
fact that Millais, Holman Hunt. William Morris, and Burne-Jones
have all stated at one time or another, that they owea much to Rus-
kin 's advice and inspiration.
2
a very fruitful source of Ruskin's activity,was his effort
to elevate the social position of the artists and make them highly
respected members of society. 2 lie impressed upon them the serious-
ness and responsibility ox' their worK, and he has done much toward
raising their enthusiasm, and awakening them to the fact that com-
mercial civilization is fatal to art, and that a different concep-
tion of art and different modes of living must prevail if art Is to
have any great future. 4
The commercial spirit, has troubled Ruskin, probably, more
than any other aspect of modern civilization. This worship of the
M God of getting on" as he called it. has been the subject of many
of his articles, and he has undoubtedly done much to relieve modern
civilization of this troublesome spirit. "He insisted very strong-
ly that the excellence of man does not aepend upon the standing or
scale of his profession or occupation, but upon his standing in his
profession or occupation, whatever it may be; and he impresses upon
every man the duty not to rise out of his profession into another
supposedly higher one, but to make his vocation better and nobler
jLife of Ruskin, by E.T.Cook. Vol. II, Chap. XXXII, p. 365.
Ibid, p. 5£5.
The work of J. Ruskin, by Chas. Waidstein. p. 17.
4 New England Magazine, M. u.s. 9 : ^73. toy William Clark.
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by his own efforts, Ml Nor has he been satisfied with denouncing
the commercial spirit of individuals, but he has had much to say of
its influence upon national affairs as well. His lesson to humanity
has bp-en, that it is not for ones accumulations that one is to be
Judged; but by his wise use of them, and his power to appreciate the
simple things of life.
Further more, rusk in has been very influential in bringing
the middle and lower classes into a more intelligent appreciation
of art. lie has not only done that, but he has encouraged them to
beautify their own homes, and brighten their own lives by a better
appreciation of the finer things of this world.
When one considers the ugliness of the Victorian architect-
ure and house furniture, as compared with those same features at
the present time, he can not help but feel grateful to John Ruskin.
and his doctrine of simplicity and truth to nature. Pink roses,
five times as large as any rose that ever bloomed, rein-deer heads,
and lions, are no longer considered suitable designs for floor-cover-
ings. Fortunately our houses are no longer adorned with unnecessary
feinger-bread, and our house furniture has become practical, substan-
tial and beautiful; to the degree that it was a generation or more
ago, graceless, destructible, and ugly.
In no sphere, however, has Ruskin genius and influence been
more keenly felt than it has in that of nature study and interpre-
tation. Before Ruskin* s time there has oeen very little discussion
of "nature for her own sake."
1
Heretofore, nature has been used as a background for situa-
tions, mountains, rivers, fields, and flowers were aealt with, it
*The work of J.Rusk in, by Chas.Waldstein. p. 70-75.
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Is true, but not with the idea of observing their form or scientif-
ic phenomena. Byron and Shelley, did indulge in some beautiful
descriptions of natural scenery, it is true; Wordsworth made a spir-
itual interpretation of nature. -wi shed the daisy could see its own
lovely shadow and all that, but practically no one before Ruskin,
was able to show as exact and intimate a knowledge of nature as he
did. 1 There are probably hundreds of readers, who, before reading
"Modern Painters',' knew nothing of the formation of clouds, the
phenomena of sunsets, the details of leaf formation, and the hun-
dred and one other things that Ruskin discussed with scientific
accuracy.
Great as has been Ruskin s love of nature, his love of man
has been even greater. The heart of his thought and work is man.
and he -struggled, hard to convince us that nature and art are to
be tested, only by what they do for humanity. To him nothing is
of value that does not come within the range of human interests,
and no science is to be considered, which does not add to human
life, "The main aim and principle of this book," he says, in
"Modern Painters", and to that we might add, the main aim and pur-
pose of Ruskin's life is, that/it declares the perfection and
the eternal beauty of the work of God, and tests all work of man
2
by concurrence with or subjection to that."
1 Thp Life of Ruskin, by c.Waldstein. p. 70-
2 Introduction Vo Vol. I. Modern Painters.
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